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NEWSPAPER DDECISIONS.
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
Crom the post-oMce—whether directed to his name or
another's, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payuxent.

bale person orders his
paper discontinued, he
ust pay
ay all arrearages, or the publisher may const
send it until paymentis made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
eflice or not.

3. The courts have decided that refusingto take
aewspapers and periodicals from the
fice, or
Ving and leaving them uncalled or, is prima
lacie
of intentional fraud.
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IN 1 Jay NOVEMBER

the nation is trae. As the venetable Dr, boundary, and Of deiiRbing i8 on thé south
Neale said on Sunday afternoon: “It is ern’side, ‘Tt is a'large and very enterprisgood to five ini such times as these, to know ing’ city.
that
we are'so loved, and that we have'so
The next day we went south to Syracuse,
many friends.”
Raving Lake Ontario on our right, and'in
An immense audience assembled. in sight part of the time, then passing’ those
Musie Kol} hast Bundy ‘evening, to listen to lesser lakes that so beautify the scenery of
Mr:
y's’ sermon on the calamity. central New York. Neir Syracuse, We
Mr. Murray can be great on great occas- came to Salina lake, and commenced pass-1
fons, but he had had too much time to ing through the salt works which stretch

followed by ‘a brilliant selection of Titerary inpil ‘and ‘tone of forte 2 Yd as” twin
sed to the same
‘| pebbles on the beach,
lights.
om
The Woman's Campaign ‘Journal, print- tidal inflWence,are ao ors aan oolE
ed in this city, in the interests of Grant and He has gained a feminine womotiag, which
Wilson, closed with its tenth number. If brings his ‘manhood into full relief. She
a (masculine: something, which
was most ably edited by Mrs, Ruth G. D, has, gained

read an essay, instead of uttering the burn-

us, and

study to be really’great on this,

Hence he along several miles on the west of Syra-

usual egotism of such nuisances, insisted

duced to pure salt,

on monopolizing the singing, and doing
The salt water is ‘evaporated - either by
the thing ‘by machinery, to the exclusion of exposure to the rays of the sun or by artithe four thousand grand voices in the hall, ficial heat. I noticed that the vats ‘expos-

who only could have done justice to the

moral greatness of such an occasion. Hundreds came away disappointed.
A different scene, of a highly religious
character,

was

witnessed

at the

citizens’

meeting to consult concerning measures
for the public safety, last Wednesday noon.
The meeting was in the main an assemblage
of merchants, the solid men of Boston." 1t
was opened by singing. The selection was
a most impressive one :
“God is the refage of his saints
When storms of sharp distress invade;
Ere we can utter our complaints

|.”

Behold him present with his aid.
“Let

no percentage

is allowed in addition.
“ie sold on A

mountains from their seats be hurled
Down to the deep and buried there,

Convulsions shake the solid world,
Our faith shall ne’er yield to despair.”

Thus far the hymn

The Morning Star.

had rolled out fully

institutions of the kind in the land. From
Think of it. Here were the merchants here we returned to Bostop, having been
of Boston, singing as one man, of the absent sevenieen days and traveled 1127
celestial refreshing, while a little way from miles. This trip has, in every respect,been
Supplies the city of our God.”

November.
S——

O waters! hold to your fountains fast,
Nor faithless fly from the sedgé-sowa mooks,
And the summer has gone Loo fast, too fast,
For all your sweetness,ny brooks, my brooks!
Too fast, the summer has gone too fast
For all your ringing and singing, my brooks!
‘O clovers, clovers! keep to your red
And stick your Tittle leaves gray with dew :
, Too early the suminer shades are fled,

For all your droning, my insect crew—
Aye, all too ea¥ly, sammer has fled
For all your droning, my-insect crew!
Oh! wane from your roundneéss not, fair moon,
But. make the land with your brightoess bright,
And the summer has gone too soon, top soon;

For all my joy because, of the light=
T 00 soon, the summer has gone 100 soon
Forall my joy because of the light!

the scene, their ware-houses lay smoking
in the noon-time sun: A little way off, the

scorching ashes, fanned mow by the complaining November wind, fled all the

a very pleasant one—taking me through
New

Hampshire, Vermont

and

northern

New York, over the Green Mountains and
across Lake Champlain, along the shores
of the St. Lawrence and Ontario, and

-| broad area from the foot of Beacon Hill to
through the rich and varied scenery of centhe shining waters of the harbor. . Marble
tral New York.
columns lay broken ‘and blackened, and
‘We have had a succession of fine days,—
granite wallsorumbled in dust. Yet, ony
sammer blending into autumm,—and the
with watching the parched gro
still consuming desolation

of fire,th
i Aa

chants whose millions had vanished, could
unite ina common bond of sympathy, and
sing—

foliage putting on its most beautiful tints
and gorgeous hues. We have met some
old and made many new friends,and every-

where

we

were greeted with kindness and

hospitality.

J, M. W. FARNHAM.

“There is a stream whose gentle flow

Abd ctldes, closer, the stindow slides, #

.. Supplies
the cityof our God.”

Audlesning sunward the daisy stands,

Special

The first. fire in Boston, occurred in 1631.

Like one o'erreaching the fey tides

To'eateh’the touches of loving hands—

=

It was caused

bya

Fi

The last warm tomch of the loving hands. -

es

ed'roof.

—Alice Cary.

toa

Correspondence.
D.C.

‘WASHINGTON,

chimney taking fire,

-

The first *‘terrible fire” in Boston,

happened in 1679, ‘‘the most. woeful desola~

Nov. 12, 1872.

expressing a desire to be baptized. When
the report was noised about the city, the

has ever seen.” - There wére ever-zéalous Catholics sought {o enlighten
eighty dwellings, seventy ware-houses and’ their darkened minds, still further, by tellseverul shops destroyed. For the last fifty ing them that if they were baptized and
a
years, the city has had almost uninterrupt- ever after that committed ome sin, they
Bosrox, Nov. 18, 1872.
ed prosperity, no great calamity appear- would instantly fall dead!
Oh, what a muddle these new-born souls
There is a better feeling
in the city this ing to stop its progress. Even now her
tion. Boston

Boston Correspondence,

week, a larger confidence, a brighter hope:

"The cloud of despondency is clearing away
from men’s minds, as the clouds of smoke
are clearing away {vem the ruins. All last
week the city smoked, and itis yet smok-

[3

ing, the militia keeping

gines playing.

guard

and the en-

The morning sun still rises

smoky and red, and

the full moon

lifts it~

self from the sea gleaming as with solar

gold.
é

losses amount
crease

the

increase

serviee,

Post Office,

the

been

secured

governmemt

society $23,000 per

year

for rent.

oue of the oldest churches

as

paying

a

the

This is

in Boston.

It

has a ‘most interesting colonial history ;
in it was held the public meeting of citizens
after the Boston massacre, who passed resolutions boldly denouncing the removal of

the British troops; it. was used by the British
as a circus for the training, of cavalry, and
it is associated in a greater or less degree
with all the« great

events

of our national

history,
It" was defended against the
flames” with heroic vigor hy the firemen,
the word passing again and again through
the ity on the morning of the awful conflageation, “The Old South stands.”

best. judges. put the

total loss at about

$60,000,000. Phe ‘banks are firm; the insuranéé ‘companies are showing unexpected

intégrity; the charities

_ thé city is furnishing

-are most liberal;

employment to a

large: number ‘of laborers, and things are
beginning t0' ‘wear ‘as cheerful an aspect as

the eitcumstanioes willallow..

present calamity, shall

“be done.

There

compensates

for the great misfortune.

ex
sympathy; and, the contributions for der poor, that are pouring in‘upon

—

dicting

plan of the

the whole

teaching

contra-

gospel, and

offering salvation through the holy priesthood.
One, without money and without
price,—the other, paying penance to sinful
Such

a state of affairs troubled

Black

this Chief and his wife the

better way, and

hoped they would yet accept this ordinance.
however

without

left the city, we

ghowing

a living

be-

faith

in

Christ.

Rambles.

Lingeln Hall ‘was crowded in every nook
and corner,
'to hear Miss

Smiley when

she

My last left me at Plattsburg, N. Y.
There was a county fair being held there,
and the celebration of the battle of Platts-

recently discoursed here. Her plain black
dress, and white muslin cap closely cover:
ing her head, gave her ‘an ‘odd, matronly
appearance. We cannot but call hers an ab-

people 80 busy, that the missionary convention
had to be given up. I wondered
why it would not be a good plan to have a
stand on the fair ground, and harangue on

surd fashion,

burg eameat the same time, making the

and

think her

shining

black

hair waving prettily over her forehead, a
sufficient ornament without the awkward
addition of a cap.
and religious subjects, as the mission, She speaks with slow, distinctive utlerdo # fairs in northern China. This ance, and ‘it is evident that the spirit and
seemed never to have enteved the power of the gospel: give her ‘the earnest
of our Plattsburg friends, or ‘else eloquence that make" her audience good

moral

aries
idea
heads

they did not think it best to put preaching’ listeners. ‘Her séfimons Were logical, and in
in Sompestion, with squashes and horse-! Scripture interpretations she advanced new
‘land beautiful ideas. We believe that good
racing.
From,

herve our course lay northward up

At

Moor's _jametion, wi
a few miles of the
Canadian line, we waited an hour or two
for the train going west. . This Canadian

must come from persuasive
through lady divine.

Monday evening, Nov.
the greatest

ought

to’ be

straightened;

a naturhl

boundary for‘them

longer

than

we

expected,

the train came,

along and we got aboard, and in due time,

+—about. half past, nime-reached the thrive
ing village of Malone,

The convention: appointed for this ple!

made

his

first

Henri Wieniawski,

every horse at Cairoll Cottage

was down

with the spreading epidemic.
The. large
audience
assembled

1

»

/ aids

'| snow-storm | in Fak

a LOC

ee

i

ow

mol

:

Mibsion
on Field,

—

:

' MINNESOTA
SOTA INDIANS.
President Fairchild, of Oberlin, and Gilbert
Haven, Bishop. of the Methodist church, with:
citement of tlie first great calamity, when two other ¢lergymen; accompanied Judge T. C.
there was another fire on State’ 8t., which Jones on a visit to the Indians of White Earth,
destroyed several stores, resulting ina loss Minn.,in the Ageney under the care of Rev. E.P...
Smith. They attended a Sabbath service, con-

every time we enjoy a social chat| ‘Boston is really pursued by fire. Scarcewith her, we thank God in our heart, that ly had the citizens recovered from the ex:
there are noble women whose great souls
reach out in tender sympathy for all their
sisterhood.
Mrs. Havens is tail and stately; but her
natural simplicity of manners makes one
feel more and more that the dignified mantle some of our literary ladies wrap themselves up in, is shockingly out of place on
a poor, weak mortal’s back.

speak at length.

Other items of interest day of Decensber. = The murderer is still in

The Am. Miss. says, that on the

morning

of

are trying to crowd themselves into no- prison, and the exciting events of the last Sept. 2; about-600 children of the Freedmenfew months have almost put him out of gathered at the Storrs’ school building,determsin:
tice.
mind.
He has been deserted by his old coun- ed 'to be received as pupils.” Of course there
The execution of Jenkins for wife murwere not accommodations for such a number,and

sel, ind a new one undertakes the trial.
de:
doomed man held out to the last, confident It is understood = that the main
der

occurred

Thursday,

Oct,

81st.

The

that he was going to the ‘‘land of glory” at
once, and he often said he .would not exchange piaces with any whom he knew.
He prayed, and sung; and shouted; but

a selection from such a company could not be
made without carrying sad disappointment to
many a heart. The writer continues:
The

fense will rest on the theory that Fisk ‘held

a pistolin his own hand at the time of the, excitement was intense. Tt was a riot for am
murder, and that the fatal bullet came from education; starved minds were clamoring and

fighting for food. ' The sight was pitiful beyond
description. To see children go away weeping
because they had. been refused. admission to: a.

it. In the meantime, there have been two or
three other assassinations equal in cowardice
evinced none of the repentant agoniesa
to that of Fisk. The last was that of O'Neil,
murderer would naturally experience,
Barney Wood, who is sentenced to be a lawyer, who ‘was shot by one King, a
hanged Nov. 26, for the murder of Mr. sporting employe of the Erie railroad, as he
Cheesman, is sad and depressed. Johnson, was leaving the Court Room. = This points
another . wife murderer, is to be executed to the insecurity of life in the Metropolis,
and as:there is a partial reform in the courts
Dec, 110:
We canbut hope that these starrible.s sentences. and the. scenes. on the’ gallows will
warn the wretches who ‘spread terror
among peace-loving, people. If ‘Washing:
ton must; alone, make an: example of jus
tice; we pray she may not falter in the duty
she owes her; citizens; ‘Enough hearts have
been wrung with anguish: already; and
prison walls are no gaurantee of safety.
With others we paid our trifling compliments to the President afew days be-

fore election. | We must express oursélves

school was too much for even my proud
The enthusi@n for an education

it may go some harder with the murderers.

But probably not, much harder than
deserye.
SAD RESULTS OF A STORM.

A

gloomy

comes

to us

report
from

of

a.

* The tide never set so strongly as it does

Men and women Liv their own

snow-storm

eight liundred workmen

by which promising students have ‘been turned away for
on the extension | want of room. . I was ¢ompelied to sénd'tvord to
1 ten young men and women of a certain.

or their own ugliness.

the driving snow.

1t began to snow Thurs.

no preparations for an

The

Lord Lytton speaks

of his novels of a man

‘‘who.

was

and, if he could but read is, every human
being carries his life in his face, and is goodlooking or the reverse asthat life has been

good or evil.
On our features the fine
chisel of thought and emotion are eternally
at work.

Beauty is not the

monopoly of

town

in;

of the ‘Winona & St. Paul railroad are,
North Carolina, that we bad no_room for them, .
cut off from their supplies and in danger of aud a similar answer was sent to .four from
starvation. A relief train started to their. another place. These young. people had been
assistince, “but that waas also blocked u p by] well prepared for admission and were Wistert, 7
disappointed.

‘ While

emergency

of

Washington

correspondent.

that

tions:

He ‘saw ‘Ho reason’

after his marriage, he took his wife
and into his home at Brighton.

should not receive the same pay as

land

had a ‘presentiment
that something
but they found

terrible had’

They did not find the weman,
a heap

of ashes

and the smell of burned flesh.

still

smoking,

She had

of

the satisfied them of the fate of the poor Wider.
JAPAN:

ff

The cruel edicts of Japan against

are still unrepealed.

hoimbity:

It js true that in the great

cities government takes little notice of their violation, yet it is different in the interior. The
person who most befriended Mr. Gulick, the
Am, missionary, in‘hiy brief stay in the sacred
city Kioto, and who aided him in hiring a house,

has been brought to trial by the city council for:
those audacious crimes, himself and family. pun< ©
ished
by being imprisoned. in their. own. houge:..

Still the missionaries arc confident that the day

'exumina-

of entire liberty for the Gospel is soon

women

to ‘come,

band they are making ready for it.’ I‘A¥rangemen in ments are already made for the thorough trans-lation of the Bible into the Japanese language,
and he and a committee of three missionaries employed

HURRICANE IN THE BALTIC.
severe

tempest lately swept the Bal-

severe along the

English

It -was also

coast.

evi-

dently built her funeral pyre and. immolated.
herself thereon. Upon searching among the
ashes they found- portiondof human remains
which, together with the peculiar odor emitted,

the: matter in such a way a8 'he should think
best caloulated to secure the end fn view.
. A

kL ¢

the

went into it every day to offer up her devotions
according to the rites of her own faith.
At
length her husband died. The widow appeared
to suffer the most: intense agony.
She. looked.
upon the corpse and threw herself upon the
lifeless form of her husband with a terrible frenzy of despair.
She wrenched
out her hair, tore °
her clothes, and disfigured her beautiful feat-ures. On the evening after. the funeral of
her husband she disappeared.
After three days
of unsuccessful. search for her, her servants be-thought themselves of looking ii her temple and

should: take ‘occasion to’ call attention to to engage in the work. "Dri Brown' ofthe

tio sea, doing great damage,

and.

English church. She had a kind of temple
built on her husband’s estate in the country, and

happened to her.

About

twenty ships ‘were, Jost in_all, besides a
great number of smaller vessels, The. loss

formed church, one of_ thi

committee,

Re-

&

the sérvices of adapanese scholar ny" ois oA »
age to'aidin the work of translation
“am
had sufferéd evéry thing but death 1($81fin tiying
to obtain the favor of his gods~had visited nus
merous shrines ; had fasted
for weeks and months:
together, until he. itn) i as
a
Vuk
oal-

.

ae pn

des

folh

would

ho

such sn dnl iam Xie cothe:
of (he'inissionNry
to 4id inf tHe “tits:

promenade. Husband and wife, who have
powI
fought the world side by side, who have of life was fearful. In the Baltic whole. isl. lation of the Scriptures,
snd by their traths be is
| made common
stgek of joy or sorrow, and ands were swept of every vestige : of’ habi- Drought A Chest and was recently reeeived to

Th PEER

grown aged tog@ther, are not unfreq
y tation, men, buildings, stoek and all. ; Na-, the church}
curiously alike in personal appearance, and val Fessols have been sent out, to give all,

map.

.T

i 1

young wife -

refused most persistently to be converted to

as well ‘as

the:departments, for similar work,

to England:

The

clung to all the customs of her native

said’ that

‘why

ped

the

wealthy merchant, Mr. Moses Spinemann, who,
during his many mercantile expeditions, visited
Malabar and there married a native woman in
the presence of the British consul.
Six months -

he should not fail to use.his influence wheneverhe could to’ bring ‘about’ the change.
It had been a matter of great satisfaction to
him that the present civil service rtules
to men, through the competitive

and, down

not do to turn away from our doors those who
are’ seeking knowledge. We ‘are pufting up
tents for our boys who must 'spénd their winters
out
of doors until their northern friends shall
build for them comfortable places to lay their
heads,”
;
SUTTEE IN ENGLAND.
- The N. XY. Evangelist tells the story of a very

question of women receiving from the government the same pay” 48 ‘men when they

threw all pluces open to women

stalks up:

southern country like an unbound giant, destroy-

Boston d4dvertiser says that the President
lately expressed himself very fully upon the
performed the same work. } He

ignorance

2

ing more than Sherman’s army ever did, it will

EQUAL PAY TO WOMEN.
beauty

now,

Minnesota,

dollars annually.

of Old People,

up.

towards education. Within’ ten days, this Tostitution bas nearly doubled its members.
Many

kind. Let us hope that the event may
prove Tess sad thau is at present indicated.
‘IMPROVING A COLLECTING SYSTEM.
A plan-is now maturing in the internal
revenue office by which the system of “ collecting
the revenue will be essentially
patient.
changed,
and it is believed that both economy
Gen. Dent, the much berated relative of
the President, is lively and entertaining. and efficiency will be more fully secured
We thoroughly enjoyod his gay humor, and than by merely diminishing the present
laughed heartily at his good joke-about his force employed. Tt is proposedto dispense
amazing luck in getting
a fortune out of entirely with assessors, and substitute therefor stamps, the sale of which would be enhis brother-in-law, when, drawing himself
trusted to collectors and ultimately to a
up and
buttening his rather dilapidated
small number of officers specially appointblack broad-cloth coat, he remarked that he
ed for this duty. The present force of suwas ashamed to own it, ‘but he hadn't had pervisors and gaugers would secure an hona new coaf in three years, and that wasn’t est execution of the law, and the entire inthe worst of it—he couldn’t'get the money ternal revenue would be collected from the
to buy one !
(Te of stamps. « Commissioner Douglass
Mrs. Grant's’ father formed a pleasant strongly favors the system thus generally
back ground to the picture ‘here, for he sat outlined, and it will be early brought to’ the
in an armed chair in his" eéasy corner look- attention of Congress, with the expectation
ing perfectly happy and content with: the that an act may be passed which will make
world generally.
‘So were we, thinking a more effective and permanent reduction
ourselves ‘foftunate in having Gen. Grant of expenses than that authorized by the refor President} another term.
centlaw. The saving'in dispensing with
3
Bessie BEACH.
assessors ‘alone would'be over six million

Beauty

heaxt..

waking

S.C. Aviron, under date of Oct. 10, in
writing
to the .Am. Migs. respecting the. Hampton Ngrmal
and Agricultural Institute, says:

they

not a weak dignitary tryingto wear a royal confident that favorable weather would conair; but-a mortal, subject to a mortal’s need tinue through November, and’'so had made
of sympathy, and readyto proffer kindly
words.
We pitied him though, sitting hour after
hour to be complimented, and expected in
turn to talk and tell every body something
they never knew before. He is extremely

is

the School Board to the necessities of the case,
and arrangements-are any for another schon:
building.
HAMPTON, VA.

highly pleased with the cordial, and even day night, of last week, ‘and so heavy was
social: ‘mannerof the President. He isa the fall that in a short Lime drifts eight. and
man whom: one feels they can ‘approach— ten feet deep had formed, The men were

blooming young men and of white and
Theirs is a slow-growing
Lineoh Hall, evinced how anxious talent- beauty which only comes to perfection in
loving ‘people weére'to hear this great att. old age, . Grace belongs to no period of
ist. '' Says’ the “daily Chronicle, “It is not life, and goodness improves the longer. it
too high praise to’ say that Rubinstein’s’ exists. Ihave seen sweeter smiles from a
playing surpasses’ any which has been lip of seventy than upon a lip of seven teen,
heard in this cotmtry since Thalberig’s; ‘and There is the beauty-of youth and the beauplaces him in the front: rank of the world's ty of’ holiness,—a beauty much wore selpianists.
of bos
deyom
dom met and more frequently found_ in the
" 1Of Wieniawski's: violin and his playing, arm-chair by the fire, with grand-children
all that noed bel said 4s that they were wor around-its knee, than in the ballroom or

meetings; Several ministers from the - gurd | rounding: country . churches were! preset, thy to decompany and to follow Rubinstein,

{

“THB SCOURGE OF FIRE.

in pink maidens. .

‘and took-part in’ the exercises, * The néxt La fact whith the dndieuce most, cordially
ps vgliow her: dari ‘pwn’ nforalson
rod |
and’ ve
sibility. ; ‘Boston
erself day ifternoot and eyeninz, Similar meetings attested” !
to-day,
SE 14 geen’
ibyhay of the were held Th Ogdensburg, "With similar sue, + The leéture keétson 'is near at’ hand, and
world, + 00 Yaows thes.
hip ‘of cess. At this point the St. Lawrence is the Edmund “Yates begins the course, to be
file
h

and her fair sweet face, with the lightof a
genial ‘soul shining ‘out, greatly attracted

in one

or rather

side the hain of lakes and St. Lawrence
viver. The northern side. of these waters

Events of 1the Week.

od .c. ey 8.

est, extended tk

|

:

right. It was our pleasure to. meet Mrs,
Havens soon after we cane to Washington,

4th,” Rubinstein, uglier than he had any business to be;”

lying “pianist,

appearance in thie city,

teaching, even’

the ‘extraordinary violinist,
accompanied
crooked.
I did ‘not before realize that the ‘him. “This rarest of musical entertainments
Canadians own a large tract of land this we ‘eould not enjoy ; for this Monday evening

line

hor fromevery side; froth ‘distant England ‘was held the tiéxt day Tn the afternoon and
» théri
cluster bi padi affocalti yee hg ‘and well attended for, weekday

pt 2 Bij ber, ars
hor tio new;

another

lieve,

Ld

would form

nest of returning love. Shé 1s deed able
provide gopher,
|
own, sufferers, but the

Christ,

firzEXTAH BUTTERWORTH. ~» They have

pston has been.
a friend to all people in and the southern for us, the waters being
After waiting an hour or two
dis the almoner of liberal. charities, neutral.
and, shefs now beginning t6 feel the sweet-

church

salvation through

is something inall of these expressions of Beaver, who told us he was trying to teach

The losses are figured less now, than a the west shore of Lape “Champlain:

week ago. . Very eareful estimates by the

must have been in. One

the government can do to aid her in her mortals who. were selling eternal life !

turned into the govern-

having

wealth

President Grant has cause to remember
the hospitality of Boston with ' gratitude,
and he‘does, declaring that everything that

vember sky becomes clearer.
The Old South church, as in Revolutionary times, is again

of

last year being more than $70,000,000.

But the fire in the great heapsof true Christian feeling, that

ruinis deadening, the volumes of smoke
are smaller, and the steel blue of the No-

ment

to onlya single year’s in-

im wealth,

Havens. ~ She did service nobly for the acts as a foil vo her womanhood.

possible aid to i Ni

of nearly one hundred thousand. This was
ducted
by a fall blooded Indianin orders in the
early Tuesday morning of last week. In Episcopal church.” Judge Jones, in a letter to
less than forty-eight hours after that, anoth- Secretary Delano, after describing the service,
ed to the sun had moveable coversor roofs,
er alarm rang, and the extensive printing says: ‘‘ We were called to say a few words to
to be put on to keep out the rain and dew,
establishment
of Rand, Avery & Co., on these wards of the nation. I never was more: .
and removed when the sun shone.
These
Cornhill,
was found to be in flames. In spite interested ,—was in fact, so overwhelmed . with
salt works are very extensive, yielding an
To remember Mrs. Havens, will be a of all exertions the building was burned, gratitude to God for the great work he was doing
immense quantity of salt, though I am ungreen spot in the oasis of our stranger life resulting in a loss of a quarter of a million, through the President, and your Department,
able to say how much each year.
for these poor children of the wilderness, that I’
in this eity.
and throwing about 250 workmen out of could scarcely speak. To see their respectful
Spending the first Sabbath in SpencerMrs. Southworth too, has left a delight- employment.
Many of the Boston publish- attention, to hear them repeating the prayers
port and the second in Port Byron, I went
ful impression on our heart. She some- ing houses lost stock, &c., among which they had memorized, to our common Father,.
off to attend a meeting in Aurora, a pretty 1 how gathered us near her with the irresistwere those of J. R. Osgood & Co., D. Loth- was enough to soften the heart and conyince the
village on the east shore of Cayuga lake,
ible sweetness of a spirit who had suffer- rop & Co., ~ Lee & Shepard,
Ivison, judgment of the most hardened ‘opponent of
We took the steamer at the head of the lake
ed much. As we parted, she spoke touch- Phinney, Blakeman & Co., and others. The your policy. Bishop Haven, before we got to
White Earth, although a supporter of this-policy,
and reached Aurora in a couple of hours.
ingly of the blessed beyond,—the evergreen November edition “of Old and New was had great doubts’of its success; but he came
Tha lake seems to be only two ar three elysium of a higher, holier life.
mostly destroyed, as was that of the dmeri- away, as we all did, full of hope, and I may add
miles. wide—both shores being distinctly
We can in this letter only reli to Mrs. can Home Magazine. The Bostonians hard- gratitude to God, and to the President,
and these
visible all the way.
Southworth, or Miss Vinnie
m, both ly understand why all these calamities whom he has selected to aid him in this work,
On the west side the forests avd fields deserving favorable notice. : Miss Ream's
should come at once. Neithér does any- for the great things that are being done.” The
stand out in distinct patches. The country works of art are attractions .no lover of
judgment of the whole party was, that Presibody else. But there is pluck and a braye dent Grint and those in. suthority with him
is undulating and beautiful, and, the soil beautiful statuary can fail to admire, Mirhope which meet them.
were entitledto more credit for the glorious
rich.
ian crossing the Red Sea, a fine, delicate
work they are doing for the Indians than it was
THE STOKES-FISK CASE.
At Aurora formerly lived Dr, Tdwne,
sta
as been purchased by a Philadel
, possible for any one to conceive who had not.
The
second
trial
of
Stokes
for
the
murder
the author of Towne's Speller, and others.
witnessed its practical operation,
alady for $3,500. Of Miss Ream and
educational works, Here now resides Mr. her works in marble,” we may sometime of Fisk has been set down for the second
ATLANTA, GA.

and grandly, with a majesty which well
suited the ‘occasion. But lower, sweeter Wells, of Wells, Fargo & Co.'s express
notes followed, and there was moisture in company. He has bestowed of his wealth
strong men's eyes. The stanza
so soothing with a lavish hand upon Wells Female
yetso tender and full of feeling, began ;
College. He spares no pains or expense
to make it in every respect one of the finest
“Phere is a stream whose gentle flow

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 37, 1872.

27, T1872.

i

ouse. The water is not salt in the lake,
r | ing words of eloquence that go straight to but is pumped up from deep wells. It is
the heart. The Park St. choir, with the very saline and by evaporation readily re-

on must be Didein mon
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eam

-
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“@ommunications.

single strong temptation or a single bad
| babi is a worse evil than poverty. Luther,

Men.
ni

BY HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH.
—

Perhaps no question is more often

will; but he preached
sermon.” |
i

by young men than this: How shall I be
successful in life P

1st. A young man to be successful must
\
have right aspirations.

hungry; it'was through

And, what, pray, is ‘“@ Go

which Christ is preached. But this answer
is pregmant with latent meaning, We are
just beginning in -this age,to have some

:

:

world,

unsafe,

not only

needs

religion

to

save

He

his soul,

he needs it to make him a perfect man.

And gather the ripe gold ears,
Until we have first been sowers

¥OR INDIA.

And watered the haryest with tears.|

The day is not far distant in whieh igno-

Culture.
Man alone has God

endowed with

res.

He

tian manhood and womanhood.

by the grandeur
of the celestial scenery, | We talk of integrivy, virtué,resistance to
when a lonely shepherd boy on his own na- temptation, harmony of charaéter, but retive hills.
The most distinguished musi- ligion comprehends all. It is everything,
** Length
cians and poets aspired to influence the and without it man is nothing.
world by means of these arts when very of days are in her right hand, and in her
young. The little boy Gretry, kneeling amid left band riches and honor. Her ways are
the ecclesiastical pomps in the grand old ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are
church of St. Dennis in Liége prayed— peace.”
sician, or else let me die.”

the priceless

gift

of intellect.

Boundsto

The form-

e,

since

the

dawn

into the heart of man and inspiring within
him all true, pure, sweet, noble, Godlike
emotions.
Now, if this latter n:ode of .preaching is
on trué mode,as it undoubtedly is, what a
ide field is opened to the ‘Gospel preaches!
‘The Son of man came to seek and to save
that which was lost.” He came to restore

freely from

the

fountain

of knowledge.

For centuries, and perhaps for ages, the
angel of culture slumbered and slept. The
dark pall of heathenism was upon him, and

his immortal mind was

in a state of star-

ivation, from lack of appropriate
is an immutable

law

of

our

food.

It

immortal

as

well as physical - being, that violation of
the
principles by which we should be gov«
his tomb,
It will be in the recollection of many of
The Gospel preacher is to go on in efforts erned,
brings
suffering commensurate
It was a summer night, and the moon | the readers=of the Star, that nearly three |
tending to the same result,—the restoration with the crime.
was mirrored in the calm sea. Passing to years ago, the writer gave some account of
of lost manhood.
The first great, event that caused the
and fro on the deck of a vessel, was a poor a Santal Mission in Beerbhoom, at a station
surging
waves of ignorance to roll back,
Conversion
is
only
the
beginning
of
the
sailor boy, alone.
He was a neglected | called Ebenezer.
This is about 150 miles work in the soul; growth, upbuilding, a and aroused minds long dormant to life and
youth, but he had a resolute spirit, and he to the north of west from Midnapore.
A
the hopes, activity, was the expeditions inaugurated
aspired‘to rise above the accidents of for- letter from one of the missionaries at E., lifting Godward, of the emotions,
sought to wrest fronfithe
the
aspirations,
the
character,—that
is the by men who
tune, to do noble deeds, and to enroll his (Bro. Skrefsrud), appeared in the Star,and
main part of the work.
And to that the grasp of the infidel, the land rendered
name among the benefactors of mankind.
I had hoped that its readers would be privholy, by having been the earth-home of
He suddenly seemed toawake from a long ileged to hear further from the same broth- Gospel preacher is to give bis attention
our Saviour. Six millions of souls. during
mainly.
So
a
Gospel
sermon
is
to
aim
first,
reverie, and raising his head. aloft, he ex- er. As, however, I see nothing of late in
the crusades, went forth from the hills and
claimed, “ I will be a hero, and, trusting the Star from tbat quarter, I venture to last and always, at the restoration of munvales of Europe, moistening the soil with
hood
;
to
the
ennobling
of
manhood;
to
the
in Providence, I will brave every danger.” send a short extract from a private letter
bood to finally whiten the hillside of Paldevelopment
of
Christian
character,
that
That boy was Horatio Nelson, the hero of dated Ebenezer, Aug. 15th, 1872, as folshall glow with brightness and shine as the estine with their bones. But all this servthe Nile, the North and of Trafalgar.
lows:
sun. The life of Ged in men, taking root, ed in the end, to remove the scales from
Nearly half a century ago there lived in
*¢ Great changes have lately taken place growing up, bearing fruit;—for this, the man’s eyes, and he began to seek that cultan obscure village in New York, a poor here. The Lord does wonders *monge:
ure of head and mind, that from the be. Up to the first of Jan- Gospel preacher should seek; and this inlittle factory girl, who aspired to become the Santals.
ginning,
Infinite wisdom had designed he
dicates
to
us
what
a
Gospel
sermon
should
35 souls, Since
a teacher, an authoress and a missionary, uary last, we had baptized
should possess. Asia, which kept the fires
then, 29 have been
baptized, and we have be.
and to provide for her parents a comforta- about 200 who are receiving instruction for
And what a wide scope is thus given to of culture brightly burning, while those of
ble home.
She was often sick, often went
baptism.
Every day new candidates—
it!
What breadth and fullness,
may there Europe had become almost extinguished,
hungry, but she had aspiration and a will whole villages—have applied for baptiem,
be
init!
What
subject
may
it
not deal long surpassed all other nations in wisdom
which
we
have
not
yet
commenced
to
into work, and she toiled at her books while
and intellectual vigor. But in the land
others were idling and sleeping. She ob- struct. There is an earnestness and devo- with ? What line of thought that isention amongst this people truly astonishing. nobling can be excluded from such a dis- of Arabia there arose a false prophet,
tained a sufficient education to teach a small Village peeple, without any pay or anycourse ? What, that concerns man and his whose teachings perverted the minds of
country school, which she entered at the thing from: us, go from vi
to village,
multitudes who chose to follow in his footuplifting, may*not be embodied in it P
age of fourteen. She began to write Sun- and preach Christ to their relatives.
steps, and imitate his example: and the
‘Simply
a
Gospel
sermon!”
A
GOSPEL
school-house can now no farther
be used as
day-schgol books which had an immediate
world would finally have bowed at the feet
chapel, as there is no room.
sermon
is
the
grandest
discourse
conceivaWe
must
popalarity. She worked her way through
preach in the open air on Sundays, a blessof Islam, had not heaven's mandate decreed
Utica Female Seminary, became the most ed privilege! Our school numbers now ble! A Gospel sermon may be pent up
that Asia should no longer wield the scepter
fire,
that,
enkindled
in
men’s
hearts,
shall
popular magazine writer of the time, and between 70 and 80 boys, and the girls are
in the empire of letters.
Greece and
consume
sin
and
destroy
unrighteousness.
is doing great things amongst
at last married a distinguished missionary. 26. The Lord
Rome
also,
in
the
days
of
their
greatest
A
Gospel
sermon
may
contain
magazines
are glad.
‘She bought for her parents a hoge with the us, therefore our souls
glory, exercised the power that superior
At
length
you
will
soon
see
the
Gramof
silent
force
that
shall
prove
more
powerprofits of her pen. Her name was a house- mar, and I hope better fitted for publication
ful than Archimedean lever! A Gospel culture ever holds over minds enervated by
hold word, and when she died it seemed as than three years ago.
Now my dear, ven- sermon may move the world !
excessive indulgence of low and grovthough a light had gone out in every ineling appetites and desires. The Greek
If
Mr.
Beecher
preached
simply
a
Gosr's0 many
w
telligent family cirele. That little girl was
language
was, for centuries, the language
pel
sermon
on
that
Sunday,
let
us
all
thank
ed
ly
has
not
sui
Rp
inEmily Chubbuck Judson.
of history, the sciences, civilization, and
many of us to enter the field,
and God and take courage !
2d. A young man to be successful must your little. Vocabulary and Grammar (of
And the ancient classics are,
And Jet us ‘see to it, thoseof us that ‘religion.
be self-denying and industrious,—always the Santal lan
) assisted
us all on’
in this age, taught in institutions
of
preach, that we always preach “simply even
way, a destiny
1 dare not
for mine,
working for some special end,
learning in all lands.
seven hilled city
Gospel
sermons,”
and
the
life
of
God
will
w
will
be
about
250
pages
lhe
Of
Liége and Paris contended for the honor of

Inst manhood.

Ses. TOF o Miao Tots Whom we

success
in life we say as of religion,

‘‘ Whatever a man soweth that shall he also reap.”

We hear of lucky young

men.’

In most cases, what is termed luck is but
the harvest of a well-tilled field. Your

Jueky young man is one who has been
working while others were idling. He
plucks but the legitimate fruit of his toil.
The fertility of Cicero's genius was one of
the wonders of Rome. He onée said, and
. herein lies the secret of the rich treasuries

of his knowledge,—** Even my leisure hours

_ ‘have their occupation.”
Edmund Burke was deemed one of the
lucky young men of England.
After a
display of his cuitured intellect and marveleus
mons,

attainments in the House of Comone of his brothers said of him,—

« T have often wondered how Ned

monopolize

came to

all the talent of the family,

but now I remember

that

at play, he was at ‘w
nothing to do with the

‘Burke only reaped

when

we

were

Luék
matter at
.

the fruit of self-denial

and industry.

8d. A young man to be successful should
should

go to his calling very early in life.
It is work, and work with young brains,
that wins success. Edward Evereit
entered college at the age.of thirteen; Bryant i
is Thanatopsis at the age of
nineteen;
.

Pitt

was prime minister of Eng-

land

at the age of twenty-five.

saw

what

no

eye

Horrocks

before had seen, Venus

crossing the sun, at twenty, and Pascal and
Torrecelli had demonstrated the greatest
truths
of science, ere the beauty of man-

hood

had faded from their cheeks. There

are few

things in’life that will not yield to

youthful energy.

The early sower reaps

easly, and success is ghe offspring of youth.
After choosing a congenial occupation,

let the young man aim at specialty.
not the doing

of many things

It is

as well

as

others, but the doing of some one thing
‘better than others, that wins reputation and
commands liberal wages.
It is not the

To-day,

were baptized

men ; and the whole world,
by lever infinitethe hight of man’s ambition.
ly better tham that of Archimedes, shall be was
mightily lifted God-ward !
: and his Son, except created thing,

at Ebenezer!

fessed
to become

Christians,
60 or 70 miles

Don’t Pray

solution for the most atrocious sins of which
hu
has ever been guilty, was graot-

say to young men and women, *“Do not
think of Boing to India, that far-off heathen
land,—you are too good, too talented,—you
are striving to live a higher Christian life,
and such persons are scarce enough already

Jellasore
and profit
ie diffu:
the forest

in America.

can, on a sudden and with so little instruetion, becomefit subjects for church-mem-

you, you mist not, shall not go.”

privilege.of doing even a little to aid in sq
devoutly thankful,

-

a good deal

heart the mouth speaketh.”
i
..Do-you at home think the heathen are

all be
was

Dad

The Santals have, of late years, attrac

of attention from different

bodies of Christians. The Free Church of
Scotland now has a station among the Santals, and so have the Lutheran Germans.
These with our own, the Eng. Church Mission, and *‘ The Indian Home Mission,” at
Ebenezer, make five distinct societies labor-

ing to give the gospel to the Santals.

This

certainly is ground of joy and thanksgiving. The field is: large. Ample room is
left for our society and far more, I fedr,
than we shall be able soon to occupy, at
our present rate of operation. We greatly
need more men and meaps. The Lord is
giving us the former. Will our friends iny
the churches see that we do not lack for the

latter?

Thisis

from the heart,
but the lipsin prayer say,—
“0 Lord, save the poor degraded heathen,
who are perishing for the glorious light we
enjoy.” Truly, “from the fullness of the

of the Lord, and

facilitate their instruction in the things of
the kingdom ; and for this, and the blessed

the soaring thunders of the Vatican.

be saved by such prayers ? Most earnestly
would we pray to be delivered from such
Christians, even in a heathen land. Christ
says, ‘Go,” yousay, ‘‘No, no, stay with
‘us.” The Master's command is*“‘into all the
world,” yours “‘our village, town or city is
quite large enough); are there not numberless poor ignorant people at your very
door ?" Christ says *‘teach, preach,” you
urge, ‘‘your silent influence is quite suffi‘cient.” You, professed followers of Jesus,
say, ‘you are too talented,” Do you fancy
persons with intellects below par are to be
chosen for the foreign field? ‘You are too
good” you add. Are'bad people wanted in
India? She is already burdened with this
class. *‘O my dear, you are too pious, too
devoted, too consecrated for a heathen

conda, are’ the treasures of wisdom and
knowledge.

Lox.

$. S. Department.

portunities

“Simply a Gospel Sermon.”

Winter Sunday-Schools.
—

i Because she was 8 stranger, a pins
to be all alone, and needed som

SO

Let us discuss
the question of suspension
during the winter, We ap Rowiate the dif-

ficulities which our
country encounter.
{reely on the subject
brethren. We have
in the country. We

fellow 1 borers in the
We haye conversed
with many of these
iived for several years
have thought carefully

least of Jhase

hand, he went back

those who were humble

about house and barn, plain clothes, (a
second or Sunday-suit made of light and
cheap material being possible in summer to
the poorest boy, while a winter Sundaysuit costs three times as much) short days,
other meetings, distance, ete., ete. These

TALKING TO CHILDREN.

amount to a justification of the prevailing
habit of closing the Sunday-school for from
year.

In

spite

twelve

months,

and

* Children,”

the

cold,

melted

by

why

hold

the

Now what was it in what the

tleman

gentleman

The words ** repeat "and ** Seripture ” were

the

them

she,

A dozen hands were raised
at once.
“ Thank you, madam,” said the
wan,
mi kindly; * you have taught me a les

heat, or drowned by the rain, matters little.
But if thus worthless,

said

wants you to say for him a verse from the
Bible. Can not some one say a verse?”

If Sunday-schools are not practically valuable, let them go. Whether stalled vy the
by

a

tleman, quite astonished.
The teacher began to get nervous.

intend in all humility and in the fear of God
to protest against the unwise policy of withdrawing so
large a portion of the Sundayschool army every year from the field, and
giving to the great enemy of souls an advantage so grateful to him, and so gratuitous, unwecessary,v and culpable on our part.
mud, frozen

a

verse of Scripture?” again inquired the gen-

of them all. we believe in fifty-two Sunc ayschool sessions every

A gentleman

once visiting an infant school, said:
** Will some one of you repeat for me
verse from the Scriptures?”
No reply.
*“ Can not some of you repeat to me

and all conceivable arguments on that side
of the question, while they show the embarrassments of country
workers,
do
not
every

yA

; them spoke

of the great love that all should bea
to rone
another, even as our Saviour sought out

weather, bau roads, chores to be done

three to five months

ng Diethren, She

told the people the simple

over the usual objections to winter sessions

—bad

her.

r her, 1300 40 at

above
their
School Times.

for

five or six months in spring and summer?
If Sunday-schools are needed for one Sun-

comprehension.— Sunday‘

day and the week it Teprutents, we know
no peculiarities of any Sunday which would
justify its omission. The soul that Jives by

PLEASANT, You are the
ve
of Christ to
class. The common
e0le head him gladly, and little o
ren
‘ every word that proceedeth out of the’ oved to gather around him.
mouth of God " needs regular supplies of nothing repulsive in his looks ‘ orThere was
manners.
truth, God's word is as
to the Let your class see that You are happy, —that
development of God's 78
the heart in religion makes
80. Greet them as
January as in July, The Berean believers to see them.
of Paul's day “searched the Scriptures

ily

Souls are choosing for

afi

God

or

Coal the year round. “Be ye
ready,” we find remaining as the word
of God from January to December
he in all seasons ,
Wen ficken a
re is no
worker.
stan
in season
t and out of season.” And is

at home.”

Bat his

Faxdine THE Lang, A lady drops this
suggestion for the benefit of * profound
preachers;”

then, have Sunday-

school
at any time?
You
also sermons and pray

may

also

read

avoid the fatigue of attendin

ne be

Pi he eold or storm,
special season for
, dissied Hy heaven's vicegerent ? for sordid gold ; , pating parties with their dances, or cone
equally
a
"© On the
release from the untold sufferings of and
a
email
© Tinga»
Hades of eternal night, by the same all | pe do ne, and on the long winter Oy the
powerful agent.
that drive men in-doore by the side of w.
Bat culture has palsied the once puissant
Satan
see to it that

arm, and diminished the strength of him
who trod upon the necks of kings, and held
all things in subjection to his royal will.

Eyes once blinded, now see clearly.

Pop-

the powers that were given to man for
God's own glory. Christianity now wields
the power that the followers of Islam were

found unworthy to exercise.
Advantages
of culture have been well improved in
Christian nations, while among those which
follow after strange gods, science and literature are retrograde. = Thé unbounded influence that belongs to us {had not Providence decreed otherwise), would have been
given to the propagation of Mohammedan-

ism; and

instead of the benignant

rays

which warm and enlighten the civilized
world, and with their beams penetrating
into places where higher degrees of culture are sought, the pale and sickly hues of
the crescent would have cast their uncer-

tain light.

But the great object of his being

is not to be defeated. All the convulsions
and revolutions that, from time to time,
shake our earth from its center to its circumference, only leave the world wiser and

better ; man has taken one step in the path

of advancement. The invention of printing is decidedly the greatest achievement
of modern times. Some one has said that

for the fullest exercise of the Books furnish us with

deepest devotion and most thorough conse-

eration, India is that country.

Sr

Are we to judge from these

These words were found | in a communi-

4th. Beif-reliance is essential to success.

cation in a late Boston paper, from
its New

A

York correspondent,
j
Alluding to the fact that many persons
went to Mr. Beecher’s ehurch,Sanday before

expressions

that the people in Christian America consider themselves 80 hopelessly lost that they
need all the salt the church possesses to’
preserve it from immediate decay? Surely,

the converted heathen have reason to cry
«day and night to God in behalfof the home
churches, if this is the true state of things,

modified
bright children

coarse stories and shi doug sara aap
dograde the -w
unwary? When do the people more need

quence and the bean

ge

though t, but the more AmplY Yiak thought

debate, the spelling match,

Did not Christ look Woy wed
rely he
will honor any such faithful minister as

impaired one

the Sunday-school with its

instfuctious, and quickenings?
as, Nor ghmmnin WY inte ge the
season of 8;
opportunity. The evenin -schiool, the singing-school, the lyceum.

the

lecture

of
eight
te
Toms,
the ele
whit.
We elder ones

want

is Sxprested the better we
are pot
the children w

ome ng,br
the public 8 hon
school, hethe graot parties :
and balls, the entertainments

po it; and oh y
Belgorod ?

dl 1 follow his ty
tender blade

often

Shei

up in the heartsof irs
ander
brie.
and
church, all these seem to flourish best in ‘tian training, and jt ouly neéds to be looked
for
and recognized
it may put forth
mid-winter.
Why, then,. should the Sunr that the fall corn in the
day-school die? *“IF its sessions were held *“ the ear
in the evening, it would be different.” ear.” But we can all see from the figure
ed,
Then, we answer, hold its sessions in the how asily that “blade ” may be
evening. ‘But the very little children o stunted, and its growth greatly retardcould not attend.” We are sure of the contrary ; and yet we do not know but it would
be better
to run the risk of their non-atNor tue Exp, BUT Tag BeemwwiNg. It
tendanee for a time, if by the proposed arrangement
a larger number of
young peo- has been often said that the end of Sumday-

le and adults could be brought

together

or the study of the word of God. The evening session is not indispensable. But
somehow, at some time, in some

Sunday-school
Vincent,

musi

be kept

way,

the

up.—J.
.

A Serious DeFrcr.

H,

school

ard:
It is a mistake to call the

the child the

The Sunday-School

conversion

of

great end of Sanday-school in-

struction.

World thinks there is a tendency to omit
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ing-ground.

And

so in your worship last

Sunday you

werey perhaps

unconsciously,

celebrating <tiie ‘achievement of this Chris-

tian nation,

‘bay

§ lad¥anced out of the

10 in Mischief.” = At the regular prices,

1
s

what we thus offer for $3.60 would
about $12.00;
5. New

cost

or,

subscribers, sending

a new and especially
by 16 inches,

$3.00, will

beautiful Chromo, 13

entitled

or, Home Sunshine.”

has just been

‘‘ Little

Students,

This Chromo, which

designed

and

executed at a

8

heavy

expense, will be dent mounted and

¥

ready

for framing.

ed

li

It opens

to

us

Fm

very hearg of what is pure, beautiful

3

Se

suggestive

in domdstic

the

and

life, and its merits

grow upon one by study.

We shall not probably be able to hold

fi4

wout these inducements for more than a

#

ited period.

orders and the money promptly.

rR

ELSE.

To

present

1, 1873,

shall

settle all ‘arcearages,—if any exist,—renew
. their subscriptions and forward us the

pay-

A

ment for another year, we will send ‘any
«one of the several smaller engravings menabove, which

they

may

But perhaps your children are in school
while we are talking. And that
js hardly
less wonderful than the fact that you went
te church last Sunday. Think of whate
perilous time that school-house has had,

making its way out of the breakers around
Plymouth rock, up through the hardships
of colonial times, the risks that centered in
the

Revolution, the

besetting dangers that

were not wiped out till slavery was -dead,
even to its present condition. Even that
your youngest boy might learn his letters
as he does, there had to be all the struggle
and the triumph that have made the freeschool system possible. Do you not begin to feel yourself in debt?
the love of God who gave it, and of Christ
whose sweet teachings make the most pre-

cious chapters in it, and for the providence

all our

subscribers who, before Jan.

tioned

ym, Shee

lim-

Hence the need of sending the

SoMETHING

in dull aa
thanksgiving te God ?

receive a copy of the Star for one year, and

I

something

you once reflect what a privilege you were
enjoying? We do n’t allude to the sermon

graving, just

]

is still

«| left, and that you, at any rate, were not in-

3. New subscribers,

i

as though you had. all
and dressed, to watch

over yourselves and your goods.
Who
cared for all of these things while you
were asleep ? ‘Certainly, you did not. Or,
if some of them have disappeared, by what-

of any one of the fine, good-sized steel Engravings which they may

There

erty of various Kinds, your families, and

will

$2.50,

functions?

is distemper in the air how-a-days; have
you ever
ully thought that it is another class of animals that it is afflicting?
Here are your house and barn, your prop-

follows:
subscribers,

First, when you got'out

of your bed this morning and began to inhale the fresh air, did you experience a sins

planning, we have decided to offer ‘a new

‘1. New

they

fre given?

——

We have a

select

gratitude

will

=~ Thanksgiving
hl

be remembered; and in the

and

In making payments and ordering the
premiums, care should be taken to specify
just what is wanted, and towrite the names
. and orders plainly, so that there néed be no

mistakes, misdirection,
,. ‘mails.

or

arbres

or. losses. by

EER

the

TNER

course, no percentage is allowed and

on aredit given when premiums are ordereds |

Aude

Wa nes say noting i tho Wig wn

thei

these offers. The siafédhent of

suffices. That the remittances ers should come in promptly
and” abun:

br. fs what may be expected as amas

dep
W

¥

ora
‘.
4 syn

anim

“od ite bi

i i

lightof that Presence it will seem’ doubly

that has kept it amid all the
it ‘has been exposed, for the
heroic men and® women,
that it mingles in every
life,

for

perils to which
example of ifs
for the gladness
cup of our daily

all its teachings and its promises,

how much owest thou? O my friend, however humble, do you
y
not see the ‘direct interest.

thut

God

takes

in your welfare, in

that he has given you this Book, and open-

ed its secrets to you, and made its infinite

Begin, then, to seek his grace at once, lest

CL a————

proper use of the day.. But immediately
every Fire Company in the land begins to

the debt be found more than you can pay.
.

by the

Preparing for Winter.
——®

Gp

One would suppose, from their active pre-

are you enabled

to retain it, but

that Christian society has

and

hew

thrown its pro-

tecting laws about your transactions ? Take

nouncements, got up in the most: extravas
gant style known to the job-printer’s art,

Austrian inventors find in this.

paration, that men already saw

winter sits,

ting on the mountains and ready to come
down upon them. And they do. Wrapped
in white

robes,

he has

been

among

us,

with

his

‘Soon he will be

great

train

gnomes and .frost-imps, and

of

It would preserve no apparent trace

of Thanksgiving Day. So we compromise,
and call it Thanksgiving Balls.
®
Furthermore, being satisfied that we

weeks hovering over the hills, with his cold

eye fixed on the valleys.

announcing a grand time. So the most
natural suggestion would be, to writ¢ about
** Firemen's Balls,” But that would be too
bald.

these three

ice-

mean no irreverence in this, and that

we shall be-

come a nation of shiverers. And men are
wise enough to foresee it, and that accounts
for the active preparation,
Perhaps, as the saying is, they mean to
give him a ** warm reception.” ‘As though
his old heart could be rol and his froz-

en day into disrepute, we shall go ahead,
There is, then, practically, a misapprehension of the original and proper use of the
day. That trying time experienced by the
Colonists, when, forsaken

You have

by

rain,

visited

to

wear

gdoenial

on.

bh

plants?

He is all things to each oneof them,

excepting sun and rain, and these he trusts
to God for.

He watches

the

tender

ones,

and cuts in the strong ones,—and the tender
ones too, if they get to growing rank,—and
keeps back the forward, and helps along the
backward, and always aims for fruit and
beauty, rather than beauty and nothing
else. Or, if he has mistaken his calling or
his place, his garden will show it, And so
will the minister’s parish.

-But to the
whole

load

preparations.
Here goes
of

sleds

to

the

a

blacksmiths.

We noticed that the harnesses ‘were: left
yesterday with the haryess-maker. * For,”
says the ‘owner; ‘‘ this is thé season for
lumbering; and we must be ready ‘to improve the snow ‘when it comes. Tet us
draw our timber while we. can, for this
great country is always calling for more
ships and, new houses. And then the Boston fire may ‘perhaps. cause an‘ extra de- |

mand.”

Thig great country is also calling

for more Christianity and new hearfs for the
spirit to dwell in, ' Besides, there has heen

garments and to settle into his winter ways.

Perhaps it is all summer in his soul.’ ‘Hap.
py man, if it is. But we know a great

for the heart is near the

body else's soul and not their own.
should bea comparatively easy matter

It
to

stomach, and

this

must be well fed for that to be rightly exercised. But it was not for the feast that

they came together.

Neither was it for any

fitting entertainment that might

the evening.

follow

in

But it was to offer thankful

prayers, and sing grateful songs, and to be
glad in a genuine way over God's bounty.
Why should not the same spirit govern us
to-day ?
Indeed, it does;~4n a measure and

a certain class,

among

Sdme of our ehurches hold

service, which a few attend. But it is usual=
ly a union effort, and that makes the slim at=

tendance all the more noticeable. Now,
these are not colonial times. Neither are
we to celebrate the day just as they did.
The world is better to-day, intelligently, at
least, and it is fitting that we ‘should have

our own way of being thankful. “But ‘that
the most prominent
should be firemen’s

feature of
balls and

the day
shooting

matches,—who is pleased with that?

And

who will'say that nine-tenths of the locking-

for of thanksgiving day is not for its seneual instead of its spiritual bringings? It is
éasy enough to get into a fervor,

and

beautiful things about the hallowed

say

day,—

provided one has the ability to say them,—
but does the actual use-of the day warrant
and interpret:them? We live in the actual,
not in the ideal ; and it is the actual that is
to be dealt with.
>
Nevertheless, there is a real significance

Several
other tribes are mos

e same direction, and even if having

for

protection

sus
to- find

Men

Red

bas

Tole

that

inventors

American

of curiosity'in the

themselves treated like hmuaans.

——EDUCATION IN FRANCE.

Should the

did
wlrgdd

The: study of

the modern Innguages is hereafter to be
made a specialty in all French schools, and

measure ; be consummated, our Governs
ment will propose to the various nations of
Europe, that some international arrangementbe made to secure the rights of in-

will probably be made obligatory after a

short time. Jules Simon, the present Min«
ister of Public Instruction, as issued a ofrventors of the respective countries under: cular explaining
the need of an entire rensimilar circumstances, - It would seem quite
ovation of the system of public instruction,
desirable that such aw &grangement be

and recommends the studyof English and

made,

German to all young men in the public and
private schools. He thinks France will re-

~—THE EAST AFRICAN SLAVE-TRADE. We
alluded

to

this business

a

week

or

ceive greater advantages from the present
generation if it devotes itselfto modern
languages instead of Latin and Greek.

two

since.
It seems that the English government is trying to be in earnest in breaking
it up. A meeting held in London, Nov. 4,

The Jesuits and other Catholic instructors
throughout France, are rapidly adopting

expres-

what better ideal of a good minister would
you want than this gardener among his

for

will be to educate them, but the old Foxes

by early frosts and threatened by famine, to see about it, is pronounced one of the
they
set apart a day of fasting, “and after- | most enthusiastic of the kind that was
sion!
Doubtless, you kn
some people.
ever held there. Speeches were made by
wards
a day of thanksgiving for their wonwho are much like him. They are frosty
by nature. Summer or winter, they always derful deliverance, is hardly thought of. It the Lord Mayor, by Bishops and Doctors,
wear an arctic frown.
Put them in the is made a day of feasting and merriment and by, Sir Bartle Frere himself, whom Engmidst of a sunny group, wreathed in smiles instead. Already raflling has begun in the land talks of sending.to Zanzibar to break
up the negotiations.
Speaking of those
and ready to burst with, merriment, and at groggeries and corner groceries, and many
a
turkey
will
be
eaten
which
cost
a
deal
of
negotiations,
he
said
:
best you get but a savage sort of sympathy
At the time those engagements were
from them—snow-storms in June, and frosts honor. Inthe villages there are the shooting.
matches, and other contests, while a gener- made with the semi-harbarous tribes of
all summer long.
Africa, they were made with the most peral holiday among the floating classes will
But we were speaking of the preparafect
conviction that they went as far at that
tions. They are of all sorts; and among all hardly allow a limit to noise and extrava- time as it was possible to go. They were
classes. The farmer is bringing home his gance. There will be a surfeiting around made by men who had the cause quite as
groaning tables, which groaning will be mach at heart as we have now, and who,
herds, that have been getting gloss and fatif they were jcsent in this generation,
ness by consuming the sweet grass and continued by the gorged feasters the rest of though they might re
that their work
the day, to be followed>by restless nights
sweeter air of mountain pastures ever since
not been attended with the results the
and horrid dreams. The whole atmos- bad
expected, would most cordially join with
last May. He is battening up his barns,
and banking up his Hyg, and picking up phere will be filled with an almost tangible you in the more decided measures which
crossness for days afterwards, while the are mow
recommended.
But, whatever
. his tools, and trying
get everything snug
weary stomach is trying to recover its Rayy be the case with thé Government. of
and w
But he is as likely as not negstrength and the confused head is getting times past, 1 feel certain there can be no
lecting his own soul, “allowing the- frosts
to the Govrid of its ache. Verily, it would be better doubt or hesitation in re
ernment of the present. I believe the presof sin to nip it, and the storms of passion to
that we have a thanksgiving day in- spirit ent Government to be wholeand
beat upon and blast it, He is anxieus to
and in truth.
i
determined in this matter, and, whatever
keep the cattle and the tools in good condi* But let us not seem to bar all joy eut of © wv be the résult of the mission, I can here
tion for next spring’s use. But what of his
rehand, most decidedly say, that. if it
the day. Even our model, to which we
immortal possessions, when the winter of
just referred, had ample place for that. is not attended with success, it will not be
because the Government has not
given
life is over and the endless season of eterniThink you there was no bounding thankfal- it their decided and most determined supty is dawning ?
ness went up from those colonial hearts, as port.
And then here is the village gardener.folthey sat down amid the golden harvest
It is certainly gratifying to learn that
lowing the same fashion. His tender plants
which they at one time supposed was nipped England is in earnest in this matter. Havare to be taken in, and the less hardy ones
in the bud? Some of the impulsive ones, ing borne the disgrace
so long, she ought
covered, and everything protected that
perhaps, tossed up their hats and went pot to quibble long about the means of recould in any wise suffer harm. Verily,
through their antics, in their way, for we moving it. We have no doubt that the
gardening is continually tolling the mind off
don’t all express our gratitude alike. Even Zanzibarians can be made to quit the busioutside of the garden fence. For instance,
the bountiful dinner may have had a place, ness.
?
en face be made

LC]

Simon, as

the suggestions made

by M.

they” fear that if they

do not, the power

which

now

they

over

have

youth. of

the

the country may be taken away from them.
The Parisians have already become enamored of the new study, end enter into it
with zest.

——CasEs OF PROPHECY.
It is really interesting to observe how the diviner's art
flourishes in Washington.
Here we have a
whole forecast of the President's message,

stating its gist and its tone, its recommens
dations and all, and that before a word of
it has been written. To think of prophets
being so near us as Washington!
And not
only that, but an enterprising New York

daily can tell you just to a word what will
be the statements in the Department reports, to be submitted to the next session
of Congress, when even the persons who
are to make these reports don’t know yet

themselves.
If now it should transpire
that we have been wrongly informed about
the President's message, and that the Department reports are different from what
we have been told they will be, what could
we think
but that the reports
sre shams, and

that the forecasts were made by only ordinary mortals ? One can not but admire enterprise. But what are we going to do
with pure Profiled

whet it Sotiits 80 near

home tae?
as

~——CataMITIES AND GROGGERIES, It
isa
significant fact, that the Boston grog-shops,

—

~——ANOTHER SCENE IN THE ASSEMBLY.
The French Assembly presented amother

which had been in full blast before, were
officially closed and often guarded by po-

‘* scene” last week, which is important only

licemen
after the fire. It was 80 in Chica-

as showing the spirit of that body. Deputy
Changarnier moveda vote of censure of Gambetta for his recent inflammatory speeches in the provinces. On making his motion
the gentleman complained of the increas-

goa year ago. It is so in a great measure
in New York when there is a riot threaten.
ed, or any other calamity befalls the city.
It is so almost every where. Communities

ing

audacity

of the

Liberals,

and

do not dare to trust themselves with open
rum-shops, when misfortune has seemed to
get
a good start against them.
Go into

of the

laxity of the Government in dealing with
them. Great excitement followed. President Thiers mounted the tribune in defense
hg oe ernment. He protested against
being
placed at the bar as a ‘criminal, and
threw out an intimation that he might appeal to the country. He concluded by de-

manding

a vote of the House,

any city you please, and if there isan expected mob or hostile demonstration of any
kind, the drinkers are watched the ¢losest,
and their places of resort the most carefully

guarded.

A vote of

confidence in the President was immediately called for, but such: was the stubbornness
of ‘the Assembly that it could not be reached until the chamber had béen divided four

times

on the question of priority.

And

even then confidence was declared by a
vote of only 267 against 117, half the Assembly refusing to vote at all, © These
¢* scenes” may not mean much.
Our own

‘Congress does €qually foolish things,

But

there is this difference : we

are

Americans

and they are

that

makes

French,

and

the difference in the world.

all

Tt maybe add-

and the
lurks.
let the
danger

Itis plain enough

authorities know
So longas there
destroyer alome.
be open, and they

groggeries at once,
just

as

and thus

well
be

that society

where the danger
is quietness, they
Let any door of
begin to close the

Why would

to close

them

relieved of this

it not be

beforehand,
extra

care in

time of calamities?
~——THE OLp Sourn.
church is one of Boston's
ing among the oldest of
city has naturally felt a
pride in pointing it out

The Old South
institutions, Beher buildings, the
‘sort of venerable
to visitors. It is

«d that M. Thiers feels deeply grieved over
the labored vote, and threatens to resign

natural, therefore, that the proposition to

unless it is reconsidered and pissed more
_enthusiastieally.
Both wings have held
in the day, which we may well rejoice over.
cancusses over the affair, but the Right
Prisons and asylums get a double flood of
sunshine in it, coming in the shape of boun- seems disposed ‘to do as it pleases in the

considerable discussion. But the pew-holders, at a meeting last Wednesday, voted

tiful dinners and kind words,—actual proofs

that the heart of humanity is still warmly
beating outside of their cells. Little chil-

dren iu charity quarters, and evil offenders
in places of correction,—many of these are
remembered, and God notes it. There are
the reunions at home, and all the gatherings

of old-time friends, that make
blessed thing.

the day a

- Perhaps, after all, it is

be-

cause these latter are so quiet in their demonstrations, while the firemen and the

others are so loud and extravagant, that

they seem te have a lesser part in the observance of it. ‘But we shall certainly go home
to dinner feeling that the Governor's procla-

mation fails of its expressed design.

the church and the school-house, and | many men who do not seem to think of the
the conditions of society, which they indi- soul at all. Or, if they do, it is.only in a kind
cate, and from which they, sprang, and what of dull, remote way, as though it was some-

industry would he rewarded?

there

is not the least inclination to bring the gold-

away

encouragement ‘would ‘remain that honest

bul-

as a school-fund

Probably the difficult thing

showa commendable knowledge of what is
good for their children by presentit ng such

ment has prepared a project for a paténts

letin boards are covered with flaming an-

All the fences and

Government

their children.

-no hope of its becoming general, we should
be thankful that even a few wish to know
their letters. ‘We do not see how schools .
can very well help growing out. oftI theuh presis So serious an objection that our Gevern- ent Indian policy, for it rd open a. vein
treaty between this country and Austria, in
orderto secure in that country the same

arrange for a ball.

Current Topics.
—THE

A Jd

i

BEAUTY OF CHARITY.

matter.”

sii

LS

~——WHO Ser THE Fire? It is quite likely that so long as the world stands, there
will be more or less cant about God's judg-

ments.

that the building be leased for that purpose. It is well known that there has been
a low state of religious interest among its
members for some months past, and there
was serious talk of abandoning the old

building for a better location. But the fire
came. Its walls were scorched and win-

Those who miake use of it séém to | dows broken, and the P. 0. headquarters
as an gvil-eyed monster,
were temporarily established there. That

regard the Father

waiting till communities ‘get well along in
sin, and then setting fires, or causing earthquakes, or floods, or some such dire visitations, to

gave the

advocates

of a change

a firmer

ground of argument, and the result is that
the. old building is put to seculgr-uses. It

sweep them away.
They doubt~ has sacrec associations for hundreds who
less have a right to their opinions; but we have worshiped in it; und there was also a
can not conscientiously feel much sympathy degree of loeal pride, which aimed at Reepwith them. Neither can we, on the other ing it as one of the old Jandmarks.
ut
hand, consent to the removal of all such
all this has gone for naught. Having servcalamifies from God's providence. They ed as the soldiers’ quarters since the recent
come in a natural way, as the sunshine and fire, as it did once before in "the revolution,
the rain do, visiting the good and bad alike, it is now being furnished for the service to

—mnever, we believe, passing by this one
because he is good, nor seeking out that
one
because he is bad. Were Chicago, and
The Bog.’

ton fire has ‘given some of the southern
cities chance to do some of the most cred-

convert it into a Post-office should canse

Peshtigo, and Boston,

burned

solely on @e-

count of their sins ? ‘Who believes it?

be put, and tn whichit
which it will. soon

will doubtless be kept unkil the Rost
office is completed.
i"

BeGoonThings. This is the new. namefor
that we’ have known of their: sides, what good end has been Bubagrvedy the. old magasine called. Good. Words. for
long time. Charleston, 8. C., or is likely to be subserved, if they were? the Young. dt preserves its old "style, and
Mie
sent quite a contribution to the: If you stand under a wall when it. falls, you|
are you not reasonably “bound to help ex‘So has “Atlatta, Ga., and %o'| | are’ crashed. ' But ‘is it because you ares | na
tend that (iffluehce? If we.
look
over your books, and. compare what you go-past daily, «the potent charm with which has Richmond, ‘in Ya, Considering that sinner? If "you had been a haman
| Boston has been such a champion of free- would the Wall have spared you? ‘The ns, pensable atticle to children: of all. ages,
: if soaoany hope tobreak winter's spell. God
from Christian soiety;
have: received
various ways, with what you have given in pity such as must freeze, - when wood o. dom, and. that the South has always cor- er of Siloam crushed the good and bad which it has enjoyed the rare fortane of -behow much i! dott, would you not coal seem to be so plenty. And the stores dially Hated her citizens for their abolition alike, but not because of the bad. Fire ing for some Silye pat. Its American pubwhen it is kindled, but must
it there- lishers are J.'B,
boy
add
He
ho
pine & Lon, whl,
| are being filled with winter goods, stich as isti, (hese dre really maghanimous acts, burns
fore
be
God's
judgment
that
kindles
it?
delphin.
might make’ even a
ander galt oe ir, To be |sure, Atlanta must couple her remit.
{
“
~r
r—
on
SEG
a
to the tance witls the: hint that it was for those
a | who sympathized with her in her burnin; I
Blois Fe
Foxzs 10 ih weap. W nay’ DAZ
big bu the dere it noble ohe. And Bos-' avoid a ebro: “we state that the h Satmloge
4
,
laying anappreciation of such things, Foxes fs the name of an. Indian tribe in
will bikie
be
remember this, and, should Missouri, They andthe Sacs of the same
opportunity offer, return the favor many State have lately ‘petitioned the’ Commis
i fold: Ab “makes one You) as though the sioner of Indinn affalks that’ Seas he

made your money, in part, becanse the gos-

prepare for winter.

Bat why do they make

more of it than to repute for itable things
/| doing in a
i
However, the: ay work is Boing’ ony has actually
even while we are ‘writing. .Fioads
of fael relief find,"

pel has heen so effectively preached. Are so much
yownot; then; a debtorto its influence, and death P.,

plausliin 184 Ws

Amp 1809

stars ‘were about to sing agaiv, proceeds of their present reservation, which
thus to see aid coming from such YuALters, j is to be sold, may be! insested and held

Our subject is the result of a compromise.
We sat down
to write about‘ Thanksgiving

riches and joys .all possible to you? And
order. Or, if they prefer it, after such “re- though he claims so little in return, ‘have a great ravage of sin this past suhmer,—
murders, and thefts; and drunkenness, and
newal of subscription and payment for you paid ‘even that ?
‘{ all crime,—and this. will“ surely cause an
You ean not possibly be excusing your- éxtra demand. It would be pleasing to
another year, for $1.75 additional, we will
self with the plea that your possessions are know that every Christian is getting ready
send: them Arthur's Magazine and
the very meager, - With an equal interest in this
to meet this demand.
Shall the men of the
can you for a moment world bé wiser in their way than the children
Engraving entitled ¢ The Three Grates.” | ‘great inheritance,
Or they may send us $1.10 additional, and feel that God has treated you with unequal of light?
consideration? It is not that he withholds
But there is one feature of this matter
we will send them The Christian at- Work any good thing, but that you do not approthat we have never yet been able to account
and the two Chromos above mentioned. priate all the gifts that he reaches out fo for. And that is, that there should be ‘so
you.
It is as though you were getting muny who can detect the signs of approachOr they may send us 50 cts. additional, and
long with only what runs over from his ing winter, but seem to look at them ouly
we will send them the Chromo entitled ““Lit- full hands, without coming to take
the rich- with the natural eye. That there may be
tle Students,” &c.—N. B. Let it be under- er gifts that remain. * The nearer you ap- just before them, a dreary and cheerless
proach, the more of his bounty will you journey for the soul,—of this they never
stood that this offer to old subscribers exexperience ; and although it may increase seem to think. “Herve is an old man. He
pires with Dee. 81, 1872.
:
your sense of indebtedness, it will at the bethinks himself that this is a November
Should any persons, ordering the Chro- same time show you what a forgiving cred- morning.
He can feel the winter air while
itor you have. But femember, there is the
mos mentioned in Gonnection with the Chis- obligation of love, that not even the Father he thinks of it. There is Thanksgiving
just ahead, and then Christmas, and New
tian at Work.wish them mounted and ready will wholly release you from.
Year's, with the storms between. and the
You may be men of wealth. Whence | perilous spring beyond. Tt is all a reality
for framing, they will need to send 40 cts.
came the means of getting that wealth, to him, and he begins to don hs winter
in addition to the sums specified above.

{A

Balls. "=

~——PATENT Laws AND
ax THE VIENNA. ExAll that’ you have withheld
POSITION; + ‘There isto be a universal ex
of each omg of them. Not in any meddle- ungrateful.
Day.”
But
we
afterwards
held
a
sort
of
some way, 8s thonghowe would pry into from God, whethér of money or effort or Geneva arbitration over the claims. present- position held” in’ Viehna next year; but
their affairs, but "iw a sincere and loving sympathy, and all that you have ever given ed by the official appointment of the day and many ‘inventors of the United States have
way, seeking to call attention to their nu- in a grudging way, will be recalled. Per- the popular nse of it, and have headed opr expressed their reluctnce" to contribute
merous obligations
to. God. What has he haps you will see «ll of ‘this life as in ‘a award-asabove. For, what are the facts samples, for the reason that, owing to the
not given you? ‘And how little you have picture, and, be assured, it has never seem- in the case? The Governor calls upon us, stringent character of the patent laws of
ed to you yet just as it will seem then. It
given
him. in veturnd It.s the most:comAustria, American patentees would have no
mustbe a fearful thing to meet a loving in view of’ the manifold’ blessings of the
mon blessings that make your greatest in“against other natjons confiscating
redress
past year, to set apart a day of thanksgiving
debtedness, and have you paid at all in $ro- God, whom you have never actively loved. and devotion. . That. would. suggest the their patents if they chose to do #0. This

readers this morning and ask that question

WEDNESDAY;

—_——

he will hold you to an answer that may iy
you with trembling
to give. All yourin=|
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Rev. P. W, T
Bas resigned the pastorate
of the Freewill Baptist church of Jackson, Mich.,

ready made a ‘reputation for themselves,

The styleof execution and finishis hardly

Blerco

and replaces the deficiency which caused the disease:

sls

ONE HUNDRED DEATHS

and has accepted the pastorate of the’ Free Bapexcelled, and shows that the firm is succeed: tist churchat ‘Lowville, N. Y. He will enter
ing admirably in its ‘ambition to place in wpdmchiaddubionithere Des, 16t.

American homes pictures that'shall at ohce
serve to train the.eye and elevate the taste,
ucts in their way, and true to
tions of life they aim to'portray.

the

condi

LAWRENCE, N. Y.,'Q. M.<Held its Sept. session

AmEsBURY, Mass. Four persons,—three
of them heads of familes,—united with the
church by baptism the first Sabbath in Noy.
One was received by letter. An earnest

prevails among

Next session at

Christians,

J. R Locke,

So, When Mg.

Some ha:

- terest prevails in this church;

inclos-

thoughtfulness.

persons on the 17, and it is hoped

that

the

service may. be yet repeated many times in
our midst.

Com.

‘STRAFFORD,

VT.

Sickness,

Allen,

of the

Important

the

Discharged

eler SAD
ex

bho
Friday

ar

its, last session with

A. A. Smith (now pastor of the Casco street

church, Portland)

closeda very

1 pas-

torate here of five and & half years.
his leavingit had been decided to
remodel
the church, and the work
immediately after his labors closed.
was thoroughly repaired from the

roof,

Previous to
repair and
commenced
The house
sills to the

By adding the recess and remodeling the

pews, the capacity of the house is increased
equal to six pews. The house was painted .inside and out; and the walls and ceiling frescoed.
The entire floor was carpeted, and all the pews
uniformly cushioned. The society have now a
very neat, and comfortable house. The whole

expense incurred was about $2600.

:

In a few weeks after Mr. Smith left, Rev.

Ed-

ward Manson was engaged to take the pastoral
charge of the church, and has labored here since
that (ime, with a good degree of success, and sat-

isfactionto the church

and society.

months after the house

was rededicated,

three fourths of theexpense above

Iu.

a

few
about

named

was

paid. _Abeut . one year ago Mr. Manson, the
pastor, was chosen to collect the money and pay
the balance of the bills due.
He ascertained
some weeks ago that about $650 - remained
un-

men.

The

president

pander the care of Presbyterians

and

Congrega-

tionalists is likely to be realized. A recent conference at the Tract House of several influential
ministers and laymen of the two

denominations

resulted in the appointment of a committee, consisting of Messrs, A. 8. Barnes, R. P. Buck, A.
S$. Hatch, R. 1. Benedict, W. A. ‘Booth, W. E.
Dodge, Rev. W, I, Budington, D. D,, and Rev.

R. 8. Storrs, D. D., for the purpose of procuring

ed of their kind, and are jealous of the influence
the Christian minister possesses. The Sundayschool is their particular abhorrence, and. those
who forsake the attractions of the temple, where

papers are burned and

Josh-drums

beaten

for

its teachings, lose caste as effectually as the Hindu that indulges in pork. Recently a merchant

The

brethren and

friends

responded

nobly, Within a few weeks about $400.00 have
heen paid, and pledges enough obtained to meet
the balance of the debt. Much credit is due to
Mr. Manson for his persevering efforts, in devis-

ing
the
the
last

means and collecting the money to liquidate
debt. Besides the debt above named, two of
brethren bought a house for a parsonage,
spring, nearly opposite the church, at an ex»

pense of $100; Let other churches, that may: be
in debty be encouraged, put their trust, in God,

evidently on

proachfully’

this

subject,

for

to an adjacent

he

pointed

Episcopal

re-

baptized, and a number

united with the church by letter.
We
feel to
praise God for his mercies and blessings to us,

for to him belongeth all the praise.

CoM.

FALMOUTH; ME. The F. Baptist church at
‘West Falmouth has been supplied during the

"past year by Rev. Almon Libby, now a resident
The church has of late been gathof Lewiston,
ering its scattered forces, and by concentrated

-» strength and devoted Christian labor, will perform much more for the Lord than insome years
past, The indieations of progress are,repairs on
the meeting house, increase of pastor’s support,
a larger and better 8. school library, with a gen-

eral desire for 4 settled minister, more interest
in, and a better attendance upon, the means of
grace.

‘Till within a year this church

had

been

without stated preaching, a good deal scattered
and much @iscouraged. The church once num
‘phred two hundred cogimunicants. Now it is
reduced to 16g than one hundred, by deaths, ‘ie
movals and desertions. The place is situated

about seven miles from Portland, easy of access

by rail, with farming lands well cultivated and

productive. The people are very generally. im

The First Baptist church in Newark,

now

The Rev. Henry Powers has become the pastor of the Church of the Messiah in Boston,
vacated by Mr. Hepworth a year ago.

Five hundred children will eat Thanksgiving
dinner

at the N.Y. Home of the Friendless, 32

Bust Thirtieth

8t., where

chickens and

turkeys

will be gratefully received.
It is due to Rev. E.C. Towne to say that the
College Courant is no longer under his editorship. But his brief connection with it wasa
success.
;
The

church,

pews

in

in New

the

York,

new

St.
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WEEKLY

.

258.27
Treas.

-

cently become the pastor, has adopted: the 'system of weekly offerings, instead of pew rentals.

Only two churches, both of theny Episcopal;

dastrious,’ frugal, “intelligent and temperate. were burned in the Boston fire; but the ddlams
They Sustain a vigorous Lyceum, stores, shops, ity. will ;greatly effect most. of the churches
and two factories sittmtod on a’ valuable “water in that dts, The _Congregationalist says that, in
power, This field of religious labor wus ‘very Dy Wend ‘church _“ probably all the men in.
siness for themselves who are not burned out
cultivated some years ago by Revs
sul
C. Bean, Libby, Whitcher and ‘ethers, Some purr counted -on one’s’ fingers. Very many
rship. th there were in’ the e's shoe’ dnd
of | who
h worship.
revi
years have p assed 8 since any general 1 revival
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The Lisbon Q. M. Conference voted at its last session to hold protracted meetings with its several
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The Christian finally wound up the discussion
by saying in Boglish, “ Me. good Christian and
and turned scorufully from his unenlightened
countryman,
The latter entered a washshop
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(All saved by Centaur Liniment;)

“ Pass
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And the docile sheep on a thousand hills,
Die by the million—the screw worm kills,"

funds and taking fuither measures toward the
promotion of the enterprise.
The Chinese who adhere to the worship of
Josh look with no favorable eyes on the convert-

in the orthodox Chinese costume was holding a
paid. To meet this amount, the members of the 1 spirited argument with one of the baptized in,
society were taxed enough to make up the de the American pantaloons, and minus the queue,
ficiengy.

And

one

Waterville, Se. wg
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Hearts to thank, instead of eyes to weep,—
Only, Centaur Liniment.
What renders reptile’s tooth and sting
of bees
Harmless as the bite of fleas,
Excepting Centaur Liniment;
Assuages the pangs ofa broken breast,
Flows the lacteal fluid—gives nights of rest,
;
But Centaur Liniment ?
And when chilblains sting or hot steam scalds,
What is it soothes, for what can we call,
;
But Centaur Liniment ?
When the éar crushed old Tilden’s arm,
Twas saved from amputation by this charm,
The Centaur Liniment.
And when Barnum’s lion, Unele Ben,
Broke his leg in that dismal den,
He roared for Centaur Liniment.
Now as the poor horse, Jame and sore,
With crippled knee limps to our door,
.

is Prof. R. D. Hitcheock, of Union Theological
Seminary, and the secretary Rev. J. H, Dwight,
26 Exchange Place, New York.
The project ofan American church in Rome
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Causes the cripple to walk, the lame to leap,

expend from ten to twelve thousand dollars a
year on its work of inyestigation, Already quite
a number of wealthy men in New York have
subscribed from $250 to $500 each. It should
enlist the support of such
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What is it cures our many pains,
And limbers up severest strains,
But Centaur Liniment ?
That knocks Rheumatism ont of gear,
Bids gout good-by without a tear,
Why | Centaur Liniment !

————

.

Sewell, Hamilton, Til.
Webber, Saco, Me.
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Confounding man, befriending beast,
But Centaur Liniment ?

Phe Palestine Exploration Society proposes te

CHURCH IN Torstar, ME. This church is
rejoicing over present financial and spiritual
prosperity. Two years ago last August, Rev.
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tracted, the healing properties, by the use of which
of the human family, may
Consumption, the scourge
in its early stages be promptly arrested and permanently cyred. I do not wish to delude, flatter and
then disappoint the aficted by asserting that this can
the lungs are half consumed,
be accomplished when
as many do Who, being devoid of all.conscience, aim
to humbug the afflicted, that they may sell their often
worse than worthless compounds. But if my Golden
Medital Discoveryis employed inthe first or early
know from ample observation
stages of the disease, I
and actual test in hundreds of cases, that it will arrest the disease and restore health and strength.”
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soldiers’ who draw pensions of less

In his hook on Chronic Diseases Dr, Pierce says of
his Golden Medical Discovery :
“God, I believe, has instilled into the roots and
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PREEBORN Q. Held

which

has prevailed here during the summer to
such an exfent as to interfere with our
meetings, has now abated,
and we hope to
see. much of the work of the Spirit. Indeed,
the work has already
begun, two men having recently commenced a Christian life,
In the midst of wrath God remembers
mercy.
M.A.

Forw arded,
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than eight dollars a month, and think they are entitled to more, are invited to write to JOHN DEERING,
Attorney at Law, Washington, D. C. (Pensions ob
tained
fgr parents who were wholly or partially dependent upon sons that died in the army.
3t46

Parishville, Dec: 18-15.
D. S. SMITH, Clerk.

and ‘a quiet | cellent. Rev. O.
mission
work in I
The pastor baptized three chee

er attention to the preaching,

80.
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BrRLENAPR, N. H., Q. M.—Held ifs last ‘session
with the 1st Belmont church, Novy, 12=14. The
business was e
tiously and
harmoniously
transacted, and the Spirit of the meetings was ex-

manifesting

itself in a better attendance
at ¢hurch,

"Rev.

TAMAQ. M.—Held its last
session with the
Oneida church, Sept. 13—156. It being
at.a very
busy season of the year the attendance was
small.
Fesre of interest however was
manifested by
e York church, Iowa Co.,
Next tod
with
H. H. Wiriaros, Clerk.
Dee. 13-15.

+ and we confidently expect a great ingather-

Ang of souls.

at Pierepoint.

Jefferson Q. M., was present and preached
word to good acceptance, *
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made of fine wool, very durable, and are exact copjes of real solid Brussels—at Crowell’s Carpet Hall,
new marble building, 387 Washington Street, a few
4640
doors above the Adams House.
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PROF. H. COLLAR, A, M., ately. of Hillsdale
College, Mich., has been called
to the chair of
Chemistry and Physics in the Agricultural College of Penn., and will enter upon his duties in

The two just received, ‘Crossing the Moor,”
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One “of my relatives who ves in ie
«0 papa! —
Have you come?
Perhaps you know how rd it is for lit- | would be glad to have such a feast. "Had
tle boys to keep secrets; or at least Charlie | not you better send it to him, and I will shouted Bennie, as he awoke in his father's West Indies,—a splendid fellow, with
| anirch and a half long; and” busheés of
ir
"
found it so. He had kept his so long, | add something to it myself in the way of arms a moment later,
on his legs,—fastens his house to a plant, THARENG: Fin
Both Nellie-and Bennie were TA
:
"| nearly two weeks,—that now it did seem dainties
; the"
«
or
Charlie peadily agreed to this, and the and joined the happy circle that gathered and it looks like an oval silk ball, It is
of
spite
in
out
way
its
burn
would
it
him
to
York Hobe
or
Bio
A gle. yew
i. ® Picture. and aa Thought. “4 “himself; and no wonder that he felt de- turkey was sent to the sitk child, while around the sitting-room fire, for sleep was very aristocratic and nice,
PP. 487,
Sold by
lighted to think he could tell the ‘whole to- Charlie told his secret to Willie,—how he nat to be thought of for several hours to | But I think the most wonderful house is
nd che
Dim is the woodlaud
made by the Trap-door
spider, another for: eT
ie Lathae
By nesx ome, au
morrow. He didn’t think he could wait had saved all the cents his papa had given come.
The vesper hymn is
thor of **
Same }
hk
him
sa
that
he
might
buy
a
turkey
for
Wileigner,
—native
of
we
cong ' She is quite
All
the
family
felt
that
there
was
much,
several
asking
kept
and
to-morrow,
until
fight
1878,
lomo:
pp.
daz,
oe
Publishers,
&o
fading
the
through
out
lowly
And
very much for which they were thankful, large, more than an inch long, and she digs
times through that day, how many hours lie's Thanksgiving.
Come the worshipers, one by one.
Willie was dressed in a nice suit of new when, at mid-night, they knelt together at a deep tunuel in the ground, which of
he
times
three
or
two
and
;
away
pass
maugt
And now that the chanting’s over,
“ both substance awd form, the juvenile pubwas seen counting over the money in his clothes, and ‘was carried down te the dining the family altar, and the returned soldier course she lines with heavy silk hangings.
And all by quiet possest,
lications of the Messrs. Carter
take
room
to
eat
as
grand
a
Thanksgiving
dinand
his
tearful,
yet
happy
father
lifted
up
Then
at
the
top
she
makes
a
door,
so
wonsavings
bank.
The shadows
creep back to the organ-loft,
ner as ever he could have dreamed of. their voices in earnest prayer'and praise.
a
| derful that she takes her name from it. rank among the best things that are issued. They
And nestle themselves to rest.
‘Oh, what a splendid, splendid Thanks- It is made of silk, stiffened with some always insist upon character, ability, Seeraey
And I know my little friends will be de‘Within, is the priest still praying,
On this very same morning, in one of lighted to hear t hat Willie grew strong and giving I" exclaimed Nellie, as she = was sort of gum. The outsideis covered with merit, and high moral tone, and the mechanica
Like a kneeling statue he;
excellences of their books are such as pir
the back streets, in an old dilapidated well, and in time was enabled to walk with- playing with Bennie and Addie inthe yard on dirt, bits of bark, etc., exactly
like the | the ‘best results of the several arts that are vital.
And the sexton’s blue-eyed daughter
house, up two flights of rickety stairs, in a out his crutch, though he was always lame ; the morning of that day, and saw the glon- ground around it,so that when itis shut ly comiected with book-making. We would not
Stands by the bell-ropes three.
miserable, damp, dark room, another little and when they grew to be men, he and ious sunlight reflected from the crystal frostfrog | it can net be seen. The whole is hung with hesitate te endorse almost any of their works of
And this she has pulled
for funerals,
boy, some years older than Charlie, open- Charlie became partners in business.
work on every hill, rock and tree. ** Eyery- a hinge like any door, What do you think this class when we had once seen their imprint.
And that for marriage-day,
ed his great sunken eyes and exclaimed, " ‘Will not seme of my young readers save thing is so beautiful ;—besutiful frost, of that? Madam Cteniza (for that's her upon the
A#d all she has rung for Evensong,
We have three excellent things in the volumes
—+*
To-morrow is Thanksgiving.” This the cents papa or mamma gives them, and beautiful trees, beautiful sky, and—oh, book name) oftert sits in her door to enjoy
Or the holy Sabbath day.
whose titles We have
above. The auther
was Willie Burns, a poor, sickly cripple. ny a turkey or chicken for some poor beautiful papa and mamma !" she added with the air, but if any one comes near, she
of the Wide,
Wide Worf has gained
a very exBut now she must toll the saddest
It
would
have
made
your
hearts
ache
tog
ch
s Thanksgiving dinner, or some din- delight, as she saw their smiling faces at slams the door, and holds it fast. ,
tensive hearing through that and other volumes,
For a poor dead man in the town,
afterwards ? Only try,and see how much the window. There was a long morning
And all the strength of her small brown hands see the miserable bed this poor little sick
Some
of my family have
a strange fancy and she deserves all the deference that has been
boy had to sleep on; and that was not the more you will enjoy your own; for you for play, which was enjoyed with a keen for living about the water. One of them accordedto her. Ju this latest of her producTs taxed ere the rope comes down.
-

=

SA

Wo

saddest,—he had very little if anything to
But if you
eat for his breakfast or dinner.
what he said this parlisten, you will h
ticular morning, and then you will under-

The saddening, sweet vibration
Ts caught by the church -yard trees,
And wafted on through the village streets

By the passing evening breeze.

And leaves, by its solemn warning note,

A shadow on many a face,
But she thinks,~the little maiden,—
Of the children at their play;
She hears their shouts,—the daylight flies,

And she longs to be away.
For of all the grief and the warning
What can the child-heart tell? *

She pulls the rope in the twilight drear,
But all may hear the bell.

And pitying her childhood,
The sun looks back once more,

And flashes
a bright,—* Be patient, child!
Good night,”—on the checkered floor.

night, and we

On the Magdalen’s crimson gown;

pF
v2
sparks ,—
Then, w while the bl ue eyes Sige and and sparkle

some
everything, and then

father died, and

That the Blessed
One possest,—
So, the token of glory, descendeth oft
E’en while we pray for rest!

the Truth.

———

Be the shatter what it may,

A
A

time
home
ding,
mean

her

Always speak the truth.
He
is but a coward slave,
‘Who, a present pain to save,
Stoops to falsehood
; then be brave;
Always speak the truth.

quivering lip. Then trying to steady her
voice, she said, *‘ You know we must be
very happy ; for if mamma and grandma
see us in tears, they will be sure to cry, and

The mortal had put on im-

cause our papa

air. herself.

surface, sticks one
the air, then gives
ries a tiny bubble
It is held partly

didn't die when he was
because

what
been
won't
child
door,
with

softened tone, «1
cough so much.”

“It was this cough which

Illtell you how.

furlough, and

brought

me home

was the cheerful reply.

Then,

to you,

as he de-

vivacious
story of school

and girls; whose

tected an anxious expression on the face of
wife and mother] he ‘added; “There is no

real cause for alarm. My wound brought
on the cough’; buta month of rest, home
air and pure

water,

with

God's

blessing,

will cure me, I think,”
And Nellie's heart, re-assured
by

her fa-

the

door

of poor Mrs.

bad left Emily, his wife, with

his parents,

and it was their children who

brightened the home

which

cheered

would

and

other-

‘Hearing no sound within, wise have been so silent and lone.

Advancing

Ta

rll

to the

ed in Willie's emaciated frame, but that the

agreed that Thanksgiving day must be celebrated as usual for the

children’s

sake.

At last the evening’s work was completed.

no other little girl ever had such a dear and
good papa and such a happy Thanksgiving.

glad}? and the delighted boy danced round

clapping

‘his bands,
and shouting just as all little
particu-

had

fled.

crib early in the

larly pleased. Finally the little fellow
sprang into his mother’s lap, threw his

The

lady, who my

evening,

and was not

aware of the change that had taken place.
But on the following morning he was awake

arms around her neck, and covered her
face with kisses, exclaiming in bis childish
enthusiasm,—** O mamma, 1 do love you,

before the sun, and was urging

his

mother

giving now, and
to get up. It was tha
e felt safe now in
he
had
so
mucha
to
do.
and paps, and sister Maude, and every:
body, ‘cause to-morrow’s Thanksgiving ;” revealing a part of his secret, in this way :—
poor - little | Willie be glad,
then pausing a moment, his face grew very| “ Won't
mamma
?
How
nice it will taste, won’t it?
long and soher, and clasping his tiny hands,
Hadn't we better go

. he raised his eyes as if he would look into

Burns will have

I love

al early, so that Mrs.

lots of time to roast it,

ecstacies of a life-time

were

crowded

into

one blissful moment ;—{he weary woman
was clasped to her husband’s bosom, and
heard his voice saying, ‘‘ My own Emily,”
and, —was it any wonder that she forgot
that life had ever possessed any sorrow or
suffering for her ?
Then there were other joyous greetings,
for Mary had come from New York with
her brother, and brought little Addie to enjoy Thanksging day in the old home.

mamma ?’ These and sundry other ques“I must see our children,” said Edward,
tions and propositions were asked and
brought. forth dong before Charlie was turningto his wife, when the other greetwashed, and dressed for breakfast. As| ings were over. With a beaming counEmily led the way to her sleeping
soon as breakfast was over, his mother took tenance

Jesus, t00;—dear Jesus, for giving ‘me
Thanksgiving, and so many mice things.”
My young reader will see that Charlie

was very happy, and what do you suppose

Joul think his great

po

hind by the hand and led hinup stairs ‘into

apartment, where Beunie lay in his. crib,

real goodness beaming in bis fair

young

Slowly the bie eyes opened with a Bort

face, he kissed the orphan, and said he | of vague wonder, us though
y|F should now always live

with him and ‘he

dreaming’; This Seak Bled
Toll

‘she were

Ba quidk

tentionof Protestant readers.

spinnerets,

which

rope of more than

There are my

spin out a beautiful silk
four

thousand

threads,

in a minute
any time you wanted
it ?
Then you’ve never~”seen my combs;

can'’t,~they’re too small.

I have one on
myself

free from

I don’t

as my web.

like to boast, but I really think

admire my eyes.

you would

I have eight of them,—

I don’t see how you can get along with
two, though
to be sure youcan turn yours
about, They are placed
in a square in my

1 carry them- about with me all the time,

till they're big enough to take care of them‘| selves. They ride on my back and head,

and in fact there are so sany

that they

nearly cover me up.
Perhaps the most interesting thing about
us, is. the variety of our houses. I build

my house in your garden, or bushes, and
if it wasn't for the impudence of your gardener, and a destructive instrument,—called a broom,—you would see them oftener

than you do. It doesn’t become me to brag,
but if you

know

of any

residence

more

graceful or elegant than mine, I'd like to
know

my child, what makes you ask

“No, my child, of course not.”

What it is,

e of my family live in a sort of tent
made of a leaf lined with silk, which makes
a pretty, though rather airy house.

way to
closes:

reading

the

public.

Tie

the

essayist

among

us te-day: a

ought to beau-

we place
in the hands
of our sons and daughters,
it is time for us to purge this poison out.
Stop novels we can not. Last preachers thua-

love God very much if he scolded.”

before her sim-

der as they may, they will be written, and they

Never before had she heard so

will
be read.

It is for

us to seize upon

that

weapon, and turn it to our own purpose. We
have already dome so toa degree. Our great
thinkers, Wiseman, Newman, have recoguized
the wecessityof this, and themselves set us the
example. But vot te such men as these
are we
to look for a Catholic school of movelists; their

forcible a lecture on the evilsof scolding.
The words of the child sank deep into her
the inno-

cent face of her little one to hide the tears
that gathered to her eyes. Children”
are
quick observers; and the child, seeing the

duties

are

higher, their

work

more

laborious,

though not, and we may say it advisedly, from
the necessities of the day more important. We
want
a crowd of such writers as Gerald Griffin,
Bernard McCabe, Lady Fullerton, the authoress of The House of Yorke. In France, Belglum, Germany, Italy and Spain, we bave been
more successful. The Countessof Hahn Hahn,
Bolinden, Mrs, Cravem, Conscience, Manzoni,
Fernan Caballero, show us that Catholic writers

effec of ‘her words, eagerly inquired—
y do you cry, mother, was it naughty for me to say what I said ?”
“No, my love—it was all right. I was
only thinking I might have spoken more
kindly and not have hurt your feelings by

speaking so hastily and in anger as I did.”
“O mother, ‘you are good and kind,
only I wish there were not so many bad

who give themselves to this necessary and noble

work can make the novel their own, and compete suceesafully even in the matter of sale with

things to make you fret and talk as you
did just now.
It makes me feel away from
you so far, as if I could not-come near

speak kindly,

of

careful

then : the pointof our article is
The novel
is a power

poisons the innocent streams that

away from

Abuse

a wide and

tify and fertilize the intellectof the mass—when
it comes to us half disguised inthe Eterature that

“Well, I'm glad he don't, for scolding
always hurts me, even if I feel I have done
wrony, and it don’t seem to me that I could

you as I do “when_ you

deserve

new weapon thrown into the midstef the strife
of good and evil, to be taken
up by either party.
Those who would uproot all morality
all law, all
faith,
the basis of humanity, have beem quick to
gee its eflicacy;
seize upon it, and turn it to a terrible account. It is not so much the open, direat teachingsof heathen, pagan, ratiomalistic—
call it what you will, it means the same in the
tong run—philesophy that we are to fear. The
intellects that breathe in that atmosphere are
few and far between. But when this heathenism comes filtered down to us through sources
that meet us at every turn, and impregnates
and

that question ?”
“Because, mother, you have always told
me that God is good, and that we should
try to be like him, and I should like to
know if he ever scolds.”

felt rebuked

They

“To

almost with a shock ; and she asked :

The mother

article-on-the Use and

the Novel.

this.

“Mother, does God ever scold ?”

ple child.

various pa-

reading, and we are glad to help them on their

she asked :

heart, and she turned

you

each foot, and I use them to keep
dust, as well

Ged

The question” was so abrupt and start
ling that it arrested the mother's attengion
“Why,

The

pers in this issue are well prepared; some of
them are really models of magazine literature,
and now and then ome finds brave and noble
words that wake an echo in every ‘true heart.
Here are the ‘concluding paragraphs‘of a strong

ever scold? She had, seen her mother,
under circumstances of strong provocation,
fully for a moment,

it never fails to be

more shrewdsess than square dealing. But not
a little which it
is, riebly worth
the at-

and suggestive

“does

Of course

intelligent, cultivated and aftractive even when
for one
finds more sophistry than sound logic, and

Ever Secold 7”

said a little girl,

boys

Catholic in the Romish sense, though it is strong,

Christian Union.

God

the

about us,

THE CATHOLIC WORLD for Nov, is varied and
able as usual.

lose her temper, and give way to the impulse of passion; and pondéring thought-

The Spider Speaks.

his own, and there, in = while Nellie’s face LainBal, Sonceuled oy
a room adjoining
clean,
white
bed,
hie saw Willie Burns. At the bed-custains.
One
branch of the family builds a house,—
dhe a lharviee Go should
to ex- father went t ad ide! +3 a
disappointed
too
felt
Charlie
first
or
rather
a cradle,~shaped likea tiny bell,
radios,
and have such a
against the pillow until and hung to a leaf or twig, where
it rocks
Hide and peess the pleasure he otherwise would have Pressing his |
his dark hair mingled with the cloud of soft with every breeze. It is not larger than a
golden curls on his child's head, he said pea, snow white,
and very long. - But after
i & hadE whisper, Nellie, Nello”
story, his
it is finished and filled with eggs, forty or

=o

thimbie-gasties

life, where

likenesses are met

mean, and whose struggles and strifes, generous
sympathies
and selfish rivalries
unite to teach lessons which the young have especially need to
learn, and properly interpret and use.

themselves.
There are many more curious and wonderful things I could tell yom about my family, but I'm afraid you're tired already. —

“Mother,”

often

work and play, study and aspire,
now yield to

ther's words, was so full of joy she felt that

Mrs. True laid aside the paper he had been
reading, and took down the large Bible,
young readers will recognize
a & Mrs.
forehead, for T belongto the Epeira branch
Boardman, Charlie's mother, hastened at preparatory to evening devotions; when of the family. Thoseof us who live under
comonce to the nearest physician, snd with his there was a sound of carriage wheels
ground have their eyes close together on
ing
up
the
lane,—then
a
rap
at
the
door,
aid Willie was brought back to life, and to
the foreheads, and those who live in the air
a sense of his loneliness. His mother’s re- With a slower step than usual, and as have them more scattered, so as to see all
far away,
mains were decently interred, and Willie though her thoughts were
around.
Emily
placed
a
lamp
in
the
hall,
and went
was taken to Mrs. Boardman’s home.
Then I would really like to show you my
to open the door. Suddenly there was a
Charlie had gone to sleep in his little ery of joyful surpprise, as though all the babies, but alas!—they’re much too small.

mother’s

to Build

“Does

and

ministry, are

noble motives and then to’ those - which are

air enoughis carried in to fill the house..
And there she lives, bringing her dinner
there to eat, acd making a nursery in one
corner for the babies, who live
at home till

big enough

sphere of

ttoilers and makes the service
end of her body up into upon the
fruitful and blessed. It -must be a senseless
a jerk, and actually car heart that is not touched and stirred by this deepof air under the water. { ly interesting narrative.
by the long hairs on
Who Won? is a fair estimate
and a vivid and

the body, and partly by the hind legs.

gave me a

the

ture, devotion

pinched by poverty
must do their work
while carrying the /¥eny heaviest of ontward
:
. “But the picture is by no
means wholly a
ong and shadowy one, for the
purest and di
light fulls freely from heaven

-~

don't like to hear you

even those who

brain, character,

faith into

Having finished the house, she goes to the

as fast as I want it. Wouldn't you children think it fine if you could make a rope

bedside, she soon saw that life still remain-

+ Tosmorrow | “tosmorrow!
oh, I'm so

lina a

often a fearful struggle, and
carry

relatives,” that she builds a beautiful

fills it with

the day, a lady, one of those angels of mer-

Willie and his. mother.

dear.”

rts

her

one would

on land, but -this
to live away from

house of silk, the shape and size of a thimble, with the open side down, and actually

I suppose you think we spiders are nobodies, because we go about quietly minding our own business, neither flaunting in
That was a cheerful room, and Mr. True
gay
colors, like Madam Buuterfly, nor makthought so as he came in and sat down with
ing moise enough to craze one, like Mr.
his family to their evening meal. True, his
Humble-Bee. But I can tell you the Ar| family had changed since the olden days
when his wife was young and fair, and his achnida family is more ancient than the
Homan family, who take on so many airs,
own Edward
and Mary were wont to
prying into our secrets with that imperticlimb on his knee as he sat by the fire.
nent little miscroscope of theirs.
Now Mary was a wife and mother, and had
However, we're an honest and industrigone, with her little Addie, to live in New
ous family, and there's nothing aboutus to
York with her husband's mother,—for her
be ashamed of. In fact I could show you
husband was a soldier. Kdward, too, had"
some wonderful things, if your eyes were

RE TT

his blue

He had asked the same
in ‘November.
questionsfor many mornings, and his mother had patiently answered ten, nine, eight,
or whatever number it happened to be; but
on this particular morning Charlie's joy
knew no bounds when his mother replied,

made
him so? P

I
be-

On the evening of which I write, the eldand receiving po response, she quietly lifter Mr. True and Emily wege busy making
ed
the
latch
and
entered.
The
blood
little
preparations - for the morrow, long after

before

* And

think ‘they must live
spider is so determined

not too coarse
to see them.

Burn#’s room.

inquired

share in the joys and bounties of the day.

—must have air to breathe, and

that only for the slight respiration visible, answered to his country’s call, and for some
one would think he too had passed from time had been in a hospital, recovering
time into eternity. Towards the close of from wounds received at Antietam. He

Charlie Boardman
Ye eyes were fully open, one pleasant morning | might

~]

of a Thanksgiving.

suppose too, we ought to be thankful

A chill went to Willie's heart, as

Poor Willie uttered a

good

going to meeting, and then coming
to eat roast turkey and plum pudif papa only could be here.” “I didn’t
to say anything about that, for
I knew

be can’t come home with us. That is
mamma said one day when she had
crying. So we'll try to be happy,
we, Bennie ?” and the sunry-hearted
kissed her brother as they eutered the
and came into her mother's presence
a happy, smiling face.

rapped softly at

BY AUNT MILLY,

TF

little

I should cry if I did;” said Nellie, with

cy who are ever seeking out the wretched,

Willie’s ThanBgiving.

heaven, and said, solemnly,

her

wounded at Antietam, and not cry

mortality. Happy exchange.
Slowly the hours passed away, and still
Willie lay motionless beside his dead mother. So white was the little wasted face,

The Family Circle,

boys are sure to do when they are

took

But there came no answer to Willie's
eager call. He stretched out his hand and
laid it on his mother’s face. It was icy

mother’s life,

in his little night-dress,

she

Mother!”

thé bed. In the dark and silent watches of
the night death had come so very close to
the sleeping boy, and had stolen away his

* “Always speak thé truth;

the room

here,

wild shriek, and sank back senseless upon

soonas

barn,

it won’t be much

from the white lips.

But there’s meanness in a le,

To-morrow,

poor

out

face, It was Shastly and white; the eyes
were wide open,” and blood was. oozing

_ ‘There’s a charm in verity,—

+t

while

himself so that he might see his mother’s

Always speak the truth.

Ee etn

moved

with some difficulty and ‘pain he turned

‘Whether work, or whether play,
Always speak the truth.
Never from this rule depart :
Grave it deeply on your heart:
- Written is in Virtue’s chart,—

« Mamma, how many days now

the

and mother cried so, and said her last hope
was gone. Isn’t it queer how long mother
sleeps, and how still she Nes ? Mother!

cold,

spedk the truth;

—————

in

ed Bennie, * and wouldn't we havea

I weuld always be a poor; sickly cripple,

Saint John, N. B.

@s

at work

from starving; and then that dreadful day
when the horse run over me, and I was
r said
sick so long—so sick—and the

IDA T. PETERS.

,

a

after

mother

and tried to get work to keep me and

In the gathering gloom of twilight
God’s blessing cometh down,
And we, for éndeavor faint and poor,
Receive the faithful’s erown.

eagerly

and

at or dy n amd
happy. So
a80 men
came and took the house, and

oe

beduteons aureole
They throw
"Round the head of the little child,
And, greatest of : ll the honors

Thanksgiving?”

had a grand supper,

cally
mpted. It is a book that is morally certain to interest and profit the reader.
The Curate’s Home is a story of English life,
with abundance of facts that show how life is

time there,is called the Water-Spider. Now
you know that Arachnide,—as well as you,

When she gets to the house she turns
mother looked so nice in her silk dress, brother's hand and went toward the large,
That evening, when Nellie sat on her around, aud lets
go the -bubble. Of course
and played so lovely on the piano. Oh, I old-fashioned . brick house, where their father's knee, she thought it had been the|
it goes to the top of the little thimble, ad
wish 1 could hear some music now; but I mother and grandma.True were waiting for happiest day of her life. | “ How glad I am
there
it stays.
but the noise of those them to come to supper. °
never hear nothing
that
you came; she said, laying her face
In
this
wonderful way, bubble by bibl,
.
wicked children, swearing and fighting
* I guess it is going to be nice,” answer- on his shoulder; ** but,” she added, with a
:

a

The last rays stream through the window

Always

.in Addie.

Nellie’s Thanksgiving.

?

is called the Raft-Spider, because he makes tions she reproduces all the qualities that help
ed to gainso favorable a verdict for her
in cona raft of leaves and sticks, held together nection with that very charming and quickening
with silk. On this he sails around, eating volume, It &uds the account of a certain set of
such food as he can find on the water, He people, younger and older, with whom she has
heretofore made us acquainted, and its indirect
can run on the water, too, easily.
The most singular one, who builds a work of teaching and quickening is scarcely less
snug house under water, and spends all her large and valuable than that which was specifi-;

relish ; then the span of greys were brought
up to the door, and Nellie and Bennie went
to meeting with grandpa,mamma and cous-

to

Mary, concealing a wish to surprise her
old neighbors with a sight of her face in the
choir, declared. that Emily must go to meeting with Edward, and have the pleasure
of seeing his old friends crowd around him,
while she should be very happy at home,
helping mother prepare the dinner. And
she was happy. That day and that work
must be patient and cheerful, and to re- been gathered in from woodland, pasture
brought back her joyous girl-hood as nothmember when my *¢ father and mother for- and orchard, and Nellie True, with her ing else could have done. Then too there was
sake me then the Lord would take me up;” little brother Bennie, thought it had never an opportunity to talk alone with her
| but it is hard for one to be patient and boen quite so nice before to watch the colts mother, and tell her of Roland,—her ®absent
cheerful when they have nothing to eat and and lambs play about the yard, and help husband,—and his cheering letters to her.
How different to-morrow will be Grandpa as he carried out the hay for them. Her mother’s answering words of comfort
wear.
from my last Thanksgiving! Then father
“It’s going to be nice for Thanksgiving were very dear to her, and time flew om
was alive, and we lived in a large house, to-morrow, isn’t it, Bennie?” said little swift wings, bringing the retarn of the hapwith Jots-of things in it. And what a Jove- Nellie, as the stars began to peep out from py meeting party, accompanied by the minly party mother made for me Thanksgiving the dark bluesky ; and, leaving Grandpa still ister and
his family, who were invited to

‘Of the busy market place,

:

than

BY MARILLA.
¢* Mother,are you awake P—She is asleep ;
—————
I must keep still. Poor dear mother! I am
All the brown grass on the New England
afraid she will die soon. I don’t see how hills was whitened and crisp with frost, and
she can stand it much longer. How thin the grey masses were even more silvery
and pale she looked last night; it seemed to than usual, while’just snow’enough lay on
me I never saw her look so sick, and she the mountain tops to give them a bright
talked so strange.
I know she said we and cheery look. The sheep and lambs had

It mingles amid the clatter

ra

* It is more blessed to give

receive.”

stand more about him.

It floats through an open window,
And knells in a darkened room,
And painfuller yet and darker
Grow the stillness and the gloom.

Always Speak

know,

Ou! Bl he futhor ot in Fe

the Dumases, the Eugene
Wilkie Collinses, Charles

dons.

and

Their works

Sues, George Sands,
Reades, Miss Brad-

are received

with heartfelt

approval by the crities of the Protestant press.
And we can mot refrain from thanking these

oh, sometimes I fear I shall be put off 805
far] can never-get back again,”
“No, my child, don’t say thal,” said the

gentlemen for the very fair, honest and manly,
and conscientious use they make of their pens in

mother,

this

unable to

keep back

her

tears,as

pelled

sympathy, reached up and throwing her
arms about ber mother’s. neck, whispered—
‘‘Mother,

dear

mother,

do I make you

Do you love me P

:

“Oh yes! Ilove you more than
I can
tell,” said the parent, clasping the little
one to her bosom, ‘‘and I will try uever to

through

wade

are

heartily

‘week:

after

week,

are not the only subjects which can interest us;

that godliness and true love are not such dull,

insipid, every-day

things;

that

suffering and

for a noble purpose, the
self-denial and sacrifice
soul-conflietof human passion against. the eter-

be grieved

.#Ohb, I am so glad; I can getso near to

you if ‘you don’ scold, and do you know,
mother, { want

to

Critics

of rubbish’ they are com-

tis for them to show that vice and unchastity

scold you again, but if I have to reprove
my child, I will try to do it, nut in anger,

but kindly, deeply as I may
that she has done wrong.”

least:

at

month after month. If anything, they are too
mild, We lack something of that hearty-knookdown criticism which prevailed in the pulmy
days of the quarterlies; which killed or cured;
which lashed Byron into savagery and brought
ott. his true genius; which crushed the weakly
and the worthless,
Catholic novelists, and Protestant also, have
noble field before them wherein to sow and resp.

dering what so affected her parent, but intuitively feeling it was a case requiring

ery?

particular

weary of the mass

ghe felt how her tones had. repelled her little one from her heart—apd the child, won-

pal decrees,
and its mastery after much strug-

gle and weary strife, are full of the prefoundest
for man; that, historyis but the chrouiinterest

ole of this conflict, and when rightly read shows

to love yom so much, and

it forth in every page; that our souls ean be
our admirafired, our flagging senses stimulated,
tion areused, by the well-told story of the struggleof right when we. see a God moving and aoting m it all, fur move Shan fo: Shm adoro of ingreat principle of reprovingin kindness, } decency deified? WaraiW
"
a
A
notin anger,
if we would gain the great

T'will try always to be good.”
The lesson was one that sank deep into
that mother’s heart, and has been an aid to
fifty of them, the careful ‘mother closes.it her for many a year.
It Impressed, She
up, and covers the outside with mud, - because, you must . know, there are many

his own brother,
gleam of recogn
‘an expression al- greedy insects who will eat every spider end of reproof-—the great end of winning
the child, at the same time, to what is
“ And now, mamma, guid Charlie, Fost ke Hes in hs soul-full joy. Two baby they see
-|
drawn
‘around’ the [ Others build hanging houses. “Some are right. and to the parent's heart.
« we'll have the turkey cooked all: the little arms were
! were pressed threeor four inches long, slim
same, and Willié.and 1 will bave dinner up father's neck, two sy
and made
Stes ia
8 re To a on the of white silk; others are made of em
here all alone. “Won't it be gay?”
Honest and courageous people Wave very.
« But,
my child, wouldn't you rather 80 ldier’s 8 face (ho with a ferven ‘heart, _and seed pods fastened together and lined with
little
to say about. either courage or honessilk,
for
wherever
one
of
the
Arachnida
famian accentnever to be forgotten by
make some other little child's heart glad|an
ily lives, she must have silk curtains to ty. - The san bas no need to boast
of his
Jawith your turkey I found o poor ittle parents or sister, he exclaimed ge}
brightness;
nor
the
moon
of
her
‘effulgonce.
bless
you,
my
child.”
‘who
yostardagy
street
Ai
down
hid
y sick,

)

[

Among the "Masieal ‘Publications which

we

welcome to out table, ‘and ‘which do not fall to
Ag valuable, we.
bring what is both *
have the following:
A Mtslos) Monthly.
. Tar SONG: Pc
Chicago: Root & Cady. —=Its editorial and miscollaneous mitter devoted to (he interests of mu-

sic is well prepared und ekillfully selected, and

the compositions are such is deserve special commendation.
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Mr.

;

——

Gongh,

¥

Unfortunately,

;

pe falta ing ith a, wandetu Aes
:

i

the
% ad

ont

iy

where,

p

as truly.
3p

&

the ’

minister pf
succession, as

of

A
truly’

:

He
a marvel

a
Without

in

to me,

finished

1

TT

iy
o£
to

isYl

of mel

way, as well

nag e.

to do good
a

:

to attem

is, perhaps, not

a

t

of

the

him and seen him in public.

Nor have 1 the

right to invite the public to his quiet

coun-

would give me the consent to do so.
About six miles from

‘Worcester,

Mass.,

is the nearest considerable town, is

Hillside. Ido not know whether to call
it Mr. Gough’s home or no. Eight months

the Sabbath. affords him.

if

will; but

x

-seven

upside down,

good clear mi, only
of the dot to the i.

wanting

make a

the

addition

For nethingis

He will not travel even in a horse-caron

in

indulge in making

overlong tails
hb and

we shall perhaps not-count those mo

of

I"

1

to
compact
without being
—free
ut strag. To write rather upright than otherwise contributes to the union of compact

shade, 1 doubt whetherhe ever

sonal, 'y bik.of farm wen
ave a sin
penchant for
ata hon ng Mr. Beecher
Peekskill,
But I never heard
ting a
of anything o

ness and freedom.

of

Never imitate

cok imal,hoa dhhim. fsMr. wore
Gough,
some

times

of

g

'

.

a :

course

8

Wek

avy

or a

systenPhé
which Sa
e
ops PrPY; but this preile
liminary vu wouldgh be Nacomplete without a few words on the subject.
It is
worthy of notice that although our earth in
some sort resembles the outer planets in
bei
ied by a satellite, yet the
te

is altogether different from that

the

-presents
a mingled and changing scene of
rock and wood and dell, with a hundred

earth

the

of a pormendionlar cliff, with" sandy beach
and foamy.ripple. far beneath you, —Rosei-

Qur moon is by no means a minute body

by comparison with the earth, and, compared with Mars or Mercury, she may be

ter Johnson, wn Appleton’s Journal.

indeed,
Jook upon: the

may,

O¥ituaries.

moon
as a fifth member of the
ilyof
Rlanets a member inferior to the rest,
oubtless, but stillnot as far inferior to

Mercury as Mercury is inferiorto the earth.
In the case of the outer

planets,

PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obituaries published'in the Morning Star, who do
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

and es-

pecially in Jupiter's case,moons hold an utterly subordinate position. Taking the ac-

oa

equal to ten cents a line, to insure

measurements, we find the |
st
ter’s moons less than the 16,000th

Brevity is specially important.
single square can well

obituary.

Mary
in an article

Youna,

&

sick
me

in one’s

to

crawl

through

writing,

even

a
=X
=]
=

i

{
i
Hig

Reward

at

the

end

of one

y

The Revista of Naples contains the following account of the loss of two gentlemen in the crater of Vesuvius, who, with
great temerity, insisted on being lowered
down to the dark cavern immediately below
the orifice of the crater :—

A party was

of Baxter,”

the + Words of Jeremy, Taylot.” tho Life
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cord and other places in New ‘Hampshire Tues- ed in transporting the rock, and one thousand is praiseworthy. Have we a rightto say that the
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ment of the great Boston fire, in accopdance with sometimes treat to the peculiar Chinese uy
US An acceptable one, there i8'no standard ot
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by the eity council. of (ried watermelon seeds,
‘measurement. Conscience 1s the only scile
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heusekeeper can afford only the cup of tea, meteorological ocd¢urretices and prospects over
nothing else would ever be ‘demanded or taken, a large breadth of country. We do not see why
Five and Six Octave Portable Melodeons are rentper quakior and
than 35 of Rent goes
if the need
for company were
a recognized fact the Agricultural Bureat could not avail itself 3d oF
between servant and mistress.
of these facilities already provided. They would
Organs
quarter, aid 8-10 of Rent
nied
Sib pg qua
Love is beginning to be ‘the modern reforma- be good is far ay they go. “And then, if Congress goes
tory power in our institutions.
Have we tried
would strike out nine-tenths of the appropria- = Monthly payments are best every ways
it with our servants? We think that most mis tion for the yearly agricultural book, and put a
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knew,as a matter of course her servant's friends,

style lime kilns, whose annual product is 1,200,
000 barrels of - lime, shipped to every part of the

a new town in the dialond district.
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tributionto thé paper mills through members

little proofs

of some

week wi
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ing the.crop reports, as well as the cost-of' all
other statistical investigations. The Journal
of Commerce suggests that instead of printing
200,000 or 250,000 copies of the ‘annual agricul:
tural weport, at abouta ‘dollar apiece, for dis-

different from ours? Would we not do our work
the quicker, if John were to visit us by and by?
and better, too, if John were made welcome by
others than ourselves? Tf ‘every housekeeper

Rockland, Me., hs ‘fifty patent and thirty old

sttuments of civilization, and proposes to found

rules

age

ments | Syonm.iiL108 @1x

all expenses of collecting, tabulating and prepar-

our girls enjoy the society of their friends, male
and female,in the evening? Are their hearts

and melodeous are quite plentifully scattered
through their homes, giving them an opportunity to test the long expressed belief that ** Music
hath charms to soothe the savage breast.”

manent recovery are expressed,”
Holbrook’s Arizona expedition has
ver. It carries a printing-press and

in

the

The Crop
rop

ceives only the sum of $15,000

salt for sugar, though it is fur more likely to enliven all the interests of life. Why should not

The Delaware Indians have come over to civilization so completely that the daughters of the
tribe are receiving, with their other schooling,

nexation.
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circulation is estgblished im the parts

~~

strosity ; it is as difficult for her to find a place as
if she were one armed.
Courtship may mistake

born on West Broadway, was never on a Ferryboat in his life, never saw Central Park, and had
not been further up town than Bleecker street in
thirty years.

to the United

judging

sion of love belongs by

become involved by reason of stock “peo
with the town’s money.
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North

that the colonists

such

house-keepers, it is to be inferred

A New York printer has just died whi, though
Itis reported

that they do value

Pla, Organs aul Melodeans,

wipulations appeal directly to the conttietility

goodness in all ways,

whs seized
about to turn

E. L. Keeler, late Postmaster and Treasurer
at Wilton, Conn., has abscondéd with $10,000 belonging to his creditors and. the town, having

against

small

of regard if offered as from equal to equal;
that, if unworthy of them, the more need
for us to lead them back to pleasantness

«

Mr. Stanley has arrived in New York.
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of the-weak relaxed: WasslA dn the affected part.
Dio Lewis.

* Good-morning ” addressed
to them?
What
an invisible barrier this salutation to part of
the family, and its omission
towards
others,
creates between
individuals
under the same
roof.
We would anticipate the unswer ready
on
our antagonist’s lips, that servants neither care
for nor are worthy of these small attentions. We

The scientific men who are to pass the winter
upon Mount. Washington are. endeavoring to
teach a Newfoundland dog to go down the mountain and return with their mail and oun other errands.

tion, and hence this negotiation.

are

without apologizing? De we use the monosyllable, please, in requiring some attention? Is
our smile as framk as to a stranger even? Is our

‘her rival to

caused by the fact that a switchman

trian patentees have here. Under the existing
patent laws of Austria, American inventors and
patentees are not likely to enter Vienna exposia
a

withdrawn

New Sweden, Me., have two
in operation, the only mills

recent railroad

they

glass of water ona plate to our pursery-maid
as to our friend? Do we pass in front of her

In the space of a year 41,500 tons of iron shipping have been and will be built on the Delaware, of which 84,000 are for foreign trade.

States government to Austria, securing to American patentees the same rights there which Aus-

of Challis

Swedes at
saw mills

Union

A valuable coal, closely resembling anthracite,
has been discovered in Towa ata depth of five
hundred and eighty feet below the surface.

$25,000.
the

is to be

because

.change of courtly society, Do we rise when
our servant stands, and, motioning her to a
seat, assume ours? In sickness do we hand the

driven by steam in Aroostook county.

There is a serious controversy between the
treasurer of the Chicago relief fund, Mr. C. G.
Hammond, and the authorities of the District of
Columbia, concerning an unpaid balance of the
subscriptionof $100,000-by the city of Washington. The balance in question amounts to about

by

gold piece

the

A Cincinnati lady has challenged
mortal combat.

Judge Sullivan, who has just returned from
San Domingo, where he took occasion to inform
himself of the state of public sentiment there respecting annexation to the Unifed States, reports
to the President that the people are not so
strongly disposed to join us as formerly.

proposed

how slight
a cost! Women, most admirable and
kind, ‘fail in this matter of little politeness, which
‘the ignorant value

n the

near the pointof suffering congestion. Besides
this, especiallyin .abdeminal- troubles, the ma=

It appears

to please or fascinate their servants. Selfishly
considered, how great a gain it would be,at

found in the

men are preparing

The one-dollar

in the course of a fortnight.

.

hundred

The first volume of the census report is now
printed and ready for binding. It is expected
that the dastribution of copies will

of our trial,
The ignorant must alwaysbe won; and yet
we do not always see ladies exerting .themselves

souri and Arkansas City is in Kansas,

Cherokee nation in place of Lewis Downing, ger
ceased.

A

we ourselves do, how much happier they would
be. But no; we either speak to them, as if
‘they were very faulty,
or talk to some friend

City is in Mis-

Pacific track for the coming snow.

AT
AE

to sweep and dust, but to do it always in good
humor, If we would bear the grievance of
allowing dur servants to occasio
mope, 8s

Nebraska expeets to have received 75,000 emi
grants by the end of the year.

William P. Ross has been elected chief of the

Inthe civil suit
Blood for libel,

wash and iron, but to do it every Monday; not

Paragrapns.

a, in

of the abdominal viscera are relieved mong sare
ly and completely thea any other class of aflees |
tions by percussion, kneading, ete. Such: treats
ment comes under the head of countersirritation.

All working lives are limited in variety, but
especially the servant’s. Tt is hard work, | not to "A pew

It is estimated that 7,000,000 hogs will be pack

Tidgfincluding $21,647,000

been

was

ed this year in the United States.

redemption‘of certificates of deposit, $27,770,000.

A treaty has

bill

There are $2,500,000 worth of wild animals in
the various American menageries.

resigned.

civil service

“certificates; special deposits of legal tenders for
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trial-by-jury

declaration for a dissolution of the gssembly.

Jetter ‘denying that he is a candidate for the
Senate, but will run again forthe Massachusetts
govérnorship.
B87; coin, $72,487,

The

passed. The left center has adopted a platform
of policy, - The extreme left indorses Gambetta’s

General Butler 1s reported as havingfwritten a

Balances in the T'

family.

ir you eve

97

side or acndss
thie ‘chest, ‘Pérouksion’ will relieve
it almost. immediately, .JBut constipation, dyspepsia, torpidity of the liver, and other affections

Mistresses nd Servants.

was

the Orleans

the bureau of internal revenue, .has

a

bill

introduced to restore the confiscated property of

The yacancy will be filled
regulations. .

a

a

The president has appointed G.- W. Fairman
postmaster at Philadelphia, vice H, H. Bingham,

W. P. Shearman, chief of the stamp divigion of

withont yma

has been Sumitted

Harvard college by fire amountto nearly §50,000.

| - devi. Dudley has: been appointed = superin. tendént of Indian affairs for New Mexico,

A,

| Rural any’ Dust.

In the French assembly Thursday,

resigned.

Fd

The ecclesiastical rights bill, prohibiting
issuing of ‘decrees of excommunication

against subjects of Prussia,
“the Diet.
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